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The villains were galloping along wit,h the stolen horses, Arietta tied securely to the leader
'
when a yell sounded_ from the right. Then out of the sage brush came Young Wild
West and h1s partners. "Halt!" cried the dashing young deadshot.
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.Young Wlld West Trapping ·the Horse Thieves
OR, ARIETTA'S QUICK WORK
By

AN

OLD

CHAPTER 1.-Young Wild West and the
Seven Ruffians.
Young Wild West and his friends came to a
halt on the bank of the Rio Pecos River, near
the close of a veey warm day in autumn, a few
years ago, after a rather tiresome day's ride.
His two China.men, Hop Wah and Wing Wah,
at once proceeded to unload the two pack-horses,
while oul' hero and his two partnern, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jirri Dart, saw to the horses. The
girls of the party, who consisted of Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of dashing
Young Wild West; Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's
sweetheart, and Anna, the . wife of Cheyenne
Charlie, hastened to lend the Chinamen assistance, for they always took part in putting up
the tents. To the readers of "Wild West Weekly" the characters of our story are too familiar
to be described, but for the benefit of those who
might read our well-known publication for the
first time, we will state that Young Wild West
was, without a doubt, the best known boy hero
the Wild West has ever produced. Though but
a boy in years, he had made a name for himself
that many a man old enough to be his grandfather ·would have been proud to possess. This
was all through courage, daring and coolness and
his desire to ever do right, no matter what the
cost. Wil.I, as he was called by his friend~ and
acquaintances, had won the title of Champion
Deadshot of the West when he was scarcely sixteen, and he had held it against all come1·s since
that time. Our hero was always attired in a
fancy hunting suit of buckskin when on his hips,
though in the warmer climates the coat was very
<,ftP.11 dispensed with, and he appeared in a blue
sHk iihil't.
His two partners patterned after him in their
attire, and the girls wore fancy suits that were
a combino.tion of riding and hunting costumes.
,;im Dart was a boy about the same age as our
h~ro, while Cheyenne Ch:ll'lie was .i man something like ten yea1·s their senior. I:ri spite of his
vast experience as a scout and Indian fighter,
Charlie had found the one to lead him when he
became acquainted with the dashing young deadi;hot, and he always listened to his advice, and
~ tood i·eady to act on any suggestion he made.
But the scout was rather hot-headed, so that made
him one better fitted to follow than to lead. Jim
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was one of the sort who never said much, but
did a lot of thinking, and was ready to do the
right thing at the right time. Both could shoot
with great accuracy, and it was seldom indeed
that they wasted a shot when they were trying
to hit a target, whether it be a bullseye, a grizzly
or a human being bent on murder.
Though Anna was a married woman she was
called a girl just the same, and the tl~ree were
always spoken of as the "girls." Arietta was
the only one of them who had been born and
reared .i:n the Wild West, and the result was that
she could handle a rifle or revolver, or ride a
mustang as well as the average plainsman. Her
courage was unprecedented, too, and she admitted that she had lea1·ned much in this line from
her dashing young love1·. We must not forget
to state that. on!: of the Chinamen in the employ
of Young Wild West and his friends was somewhat a~ove the _average of his race in intelligence
and skill. Thrn was Hop Wah. His brother
)Nin,? was just a pl ln, everyday "heathen Chinee, a good cook and honest. But Hop was a
great deal more than this. The fact that he
was a very clever sleight-of-hand performer,
something of a chemist, in his way, and· an expert
card sharp. The latter he bad learned while at
the differ~nt mining camps during the period he
was workmg hard and learning how to speak
"pidgin English." But enough of him for the
present.
The work of getting the camp into shape went
on, and as the sun touched the line of the western horizon everything was done in that direction, and Wing started the fire to cook the evening meal. The river at that point wa::; rather
narrow, but quite deep in the channel, and the
current flowed swiftly. Wild and Arietta walked
along the bank a shol't distance and "'tood and
watched it. From where they stood the camp
was hidden from view, but the smoke from the
fire the Chinaman had kindled was rising above
the treetops. To a lover of scenes of natural
wildness the one that stretched out before tbe
boy and girl would have been called grand in
the extreme.
"This is a beautiful spot, Wild," said Arietta,
who had seen so many rare scenes in her travels
with 11er dashing young lover that she seldom
paid any attention to them. "I don't know when
/
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I looked upon anything natural that is more im.
.
pressive."
"That's right, Et," replied the boy, noddmg
his approval to what she said. "But the country is full of just such scenes. There is no place
·
like the Wild West, little girl."
"No, Wild, there isn't. I haven't seen much
outside of it; but I know there can't be."
Suddenly the sound of splashing paddles came
to their ears, and then it was that the beautiful
scene that stretched out before them was forgotten. A bo.f.lt of some kind was coming up the
river. Instinctively Arietta stepped back, but
Wild smiled and said, reassuringly:
"Don't be uneasy, Et. I reckon we are in no
danger. If it happens that enemies to us are in
the canoe, or whatever it is, we will see them
as soon a~ they see us. That will make it an
even thing, and when we have that I am satisfied. Take it easy, and we'll soon see who and
what they are."
"All right. Wild," and the girl remained stand.
b1g at his side.
The dashing young deadshot felt of his revolvers, and finding them in their proper places,
waited for ihe craft to appear argund the bend,
which was but a couple of l:mndred feet distant
from where they were standing. The next minute it showed up. It was not a canoe, but a
flat-bottomed boat of the scow type, though pointed at the bow. In it were seven men, all roughlooking, and four of them wielding paddles for
all they were worth. Young Wild West and
Arietta remained silent and watched them. Not
until the boat was almost right before them were
they observed by the men in the boat. Then one
of them saw the boy and girl standing theTe
watching them, and he quickly let his companions know. Instantly the paddling ceased.
"Hello, there!" cried out the man, who was
sitting in the stern, as though bossing the job.
"Where did you two come from, I'd like teT
know?"
"Oh, we have been traveling east all day, and
we landed here a little while ago," Wild answered
in his cool and easy way. "Where did you come
from?"
"I reckon that ain't none of your business!"
"Is that so? Well, maybe it irn't any of your
business where we came from, then."
"Maybe it ain't. But I reckon a m::tn's got
more right te1· ask questions than a boy has. Jest
put her aFhore here, boys. We'll stop an' have
a little talk with this boy and gal."
The Loat was quic!dy headed for the bank,
',Vild and Arietta Temaining right where they
were. ';:'tough both b.e1ievect that the seven men
were villains, neither of them feared them m
the lea <· . That ,--.,as not Young Wild \Vest's way,
,md Arietta h 'ld learned to be just like him in
that respect. Our hero knew very well that those
at the canm ,·-on'd hear the talking, and that they
would most likely come to see what was going on.
All of the men got out of the boat but one, and
l1e sat at the side holding the craft to the bank
by grasping a sapling that was in easy reach.
The men looked at Arietta, some of them grinning, and the girl was then certain that they
were villains.

"Are yer alone here?" queried the spokesman,
looking around and seeing nothing that would indicate otherwise.
"You don't see any one with us, do you?" queried our hero.
"No, I don't. But, see here, young feller!
You're what I calls a little too fresh, fur a boy.
Jest keep a civil tongue in your head. If yer
don't somethin' might happen ter yer that yer
won't like."
"Go ahead with your game, you big galoot!
What do you want, anyhow?"
As he spoke Wild pulled a revolver and lit
its muzzle point directly at the speaker.
"I reckon you're nothing but a gang of ruffians," he went on, coolly. "Now, go ahead and
do what you intended to--if you can."
"Put away that gun, young feller!" cried the
villain angrily. "I ain't theT kind of a man
what allows that sort of thing, yer know."
"Well, what are you going to do about it?"
The revolver was now aiming steadily at his
heart, anq the leader of the gang turned pale.

CHAPTER II.-How Wild Disposed of the
Villains.
Arietta now drew a revolver also. Pointing it
at the men on the bank, she said:
"If you are not very careful, strangers, some
of you will die right here. You had better get
back in your boat and go on about your business."
"That's right, Et," said Wild. "I was ,inst going to tell them that. I reckon they have gone
a little too far. I have no doubt but that they
stopped heTe just for the purpose of interfering
with us. They -thought we were alone hm:e ..on
the bank, and that they could probably do as
they pleased with us. But I reckon they found
out their mistake."
One of the villains lost no time in obeying the
comU1and, and then the rest followed suit. As
they got into the flat-bottomed boat Wild could
not help noticing that it was pretty well loaded
with saddles, bridles and lariats, which showed
that in all probability the- men were on their way
to get horses somewhere. The last to obey the
command of the dashing young deadsl1ot was the
leader of the gang, and just as he entered the
boat Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Da~t appeaTed
on the scene.
"A fine lookin' lot of galoots, I reckon," observed the scout, as he stepped to the bank, followed by Jim. "Where in thunder did they drop
from, Wild?"
"Oh, they were coming up the river, and seeing us here they thought they would ;:;top and
interfere with us, that's all, Charlie," was the
reply. "They acted in such an overbea1·ing way
about it that I thought it best to curb them before they went any further. You can see that
they're a bad lot; that goes without saying. I
don't know about it, but I would be willing to
judge that they're on their way somewhere to
steal horses. See what they have got in thei,
boat?"
"That's jest about ther size of it," and Charlie
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nodded his approval. "I'm jest like you; I'll bet
that they're horse thieve;;, too."
The four men with the paddles used them for
all they were woi'th, and the rather ungainly
craft forged rapidly aheaJ, in spite of the fact
that the cunent was against it. Young Wild
West and his friends watcli,ed them until they
pas,ed out of sight around the bend a. hundred
yaxds ahead, and then they turned and walked
back to the camp. Anna and Eloise wexe waiting
for them, and as they had hea1·d the conYersation,
thev were anxious to know what it was all about.
Arietta soon gave them the requhed information,
and she had just about finished telling the story
when the cook announced that the supper -was
ready. Having traveled a long distance that day
they were all very hungry, so they sat do,vn and
ate a hearey- meal. They had just about finished
wl;ien a rifle shot sounded from up the river bank
and a bullet whizzed past \Vild's head, so close
that he could hear it sing as it passed by.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, as he sprang to his feet
and seized his rifle. "I reckon the galoots didn't
go very far, after all. It seems tbat they want
us. Lay low, everybody. I'll go and find the
galoot who fired that shot."
\Vithout the least hesitation, the dashing young
deadshot started off in the bushes. He was almost certain that it ·was one of the men who lfad
taken their departure in the boat, but a few minutes before that had fired the sbot, for he had
noticed that when he tol<l them his name they
had showed no little surprise. Pushing his way
cautiously through the bushes, Wild went on parallel with the stream, and about a hundred feet
from its bank. He had about marked the spot
where the shot came from, and when he reached
a place that strnck him as being prntty close to
it, he became more anxious than ever, and turned
in the direction of the river bank. When he was
within but a few yards of it he heard footsteps
a little farther up. Then ·t was that he raised
his rifle, so he might be eady to fire a shot
at the least notice. But the boy did not intend
to shoot any of the men when he saw them unless
they put up a fight. He was not the one to fire
upon an enemy when they did not see him, -for
lie believed in giving every one a chance. Moving a little farther along, he came to an opening
in the bushes, and then it was that he saw t-wo
men crouchin behind a clump of trees near the
edge of the water. The boat lay at the bank
right near them, and in it were the rest of the
vi!Jains. The two men behind the trees sat with
their rifles as though expecting some one to appear. A smile played about the lips of Young
Wild as he took all this in. He looked upon the
ground near him, and finding a stone about the
size of an egg, he picked it up, and then taking
aim at one of the villains, he let it go. The
stone went straight, hitting the villain on the
wrist and causing him to utter a howl of pain and
d1'!!p !1is rifle. With a big tree to shield him, om
hero was not afraid of being shot by the other,
so he called out sharply ;
"You have got just ten seconds to get in that
boat! Get a move on you!"
It was astonishing to see how the hvo men
made a dash for the boat. They nearly over-
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t1,1rned it in their 11aste to get in. The craft wa.pushed off instantly, and then the paddles began
splashing the water as the villains hurried to get
away. ·waiting about five minutes, our hero retraced h:is steps to the camp. He met Charlie
and Jim before he got there, and the smile on
his face told them about what had happened.
''I Teckon they'll go this time, boys," he obserYed, with a laugh. "I don't 1rnow when• I
have met such galoots as they appear to be. Why,
they didn't offer to put up the least fight, and
after I knocked the rifle from one of their hands
with a stone, too. I told them tbey had ten
seconds to get into the boat and light out, and
you ought to see how they went at it."
When they came to the camp they found the
two Chinamen quarreling over something that
had liappenlld, and Charlie rushed right at them,
taking each by the collar of his coat and pulling
them apart.
"What's the matter with you two heathen galoots?" he demanded, making out that he was
very angry. "This is a fine time te1· git in a TOW.
Don't yer know that there's about foT±y Injuna
around the camp at this minute, an' that they're ·
all lookin' for heathen pig-tails?"
Hop and Wing· promptly forgot what they had
been quarreling about, and both turned pale as
they looked at the scout, ',Yhose face was as solemn as an o"\\l's, just tlien, though it was hard
for him ,to keep from laughing. He gave them
each a smart jerk, and then let their heads strike
together hard enough to hurt a little, .and allowed them to fall to tl'le grourid. Both ran for
the tent as fast B they could the mom ..11t they
got upon their feet. Then it wa;;; th.at the seout
burst into a roar of laughte:r, and a::; it was catching, the re.;;t joined in.
"\Yhattee mattee?" inquired Hop, who was the
first to realize th.at it was a joke.
H~ came out of the tent looking· Tathl'r sheepish, and then hi,; brother followed.
"I want you two fellows to stop this quarrel.ling," said l'Vild, trying to appeaT severe. "Just
tell me what the trouble was."
. ·'1',I;,: blothier allee ~amee puttee so1,1e led pepper
m my coffee, and Jen he lat1ghee Yellv niuchee
when me dlinkee, so be," spoke up Wing quickly.
"~le no likee, so me catchee my blothe'r by um
p1g-ta1l and allee samce give.c pletty biggee
pullee, so. he. Len he allee san;ee gittec me and
smackee m um mouth. Me no likee lat."
"My blothe1· Wing allee samee velly muchee
lie," declai-crl F,Iop, looking as inno.ce11t a:=: a little child. "l\Je 110 puttee um led pe1_;per in him
coffef'; he puttee in himself, and he allee samee
tlinkee he puttee sugee in. He velly nrnchee
fool~e.· 1
Wing's eyes Wf'l'e rather watery, whicl1 showed
t11;at he must have received a pretty good do:-e
o~ the red peppe_;-, and he was so angry to hear
his brother denying the chal"_ge that it was ,Yith
di~ficulty that he ke,)t his hands off him.
"\Vild, I reckon it would be a good idea tei- let
'em,, fight it oa;;,'' suggested Cheyenne Chal'lie,
grmnm~· a;; h·> sp/Jkt'. "Thcy\·e h.:i.J lots of fi,/11.~.
but I <1in't never :0 cen ac- either of 'em got the,.
be.st of it. S'po~e we let 'em fight it out ter a
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finish this time, an' then we'll find out who's
ther b~st."
"No, Chal'lie," was the l'eply. "There's no
use in that. It would not do any of us any good
for them to bite and scratch each other until
they got tired. Neither of them know how to
fight, as you know, so it would no.t mean anything after it was all through with. I want them
to stop this quai;relling, and if they don't I'll
take a hand in the game, and they'll both lose
their pig-tails, RO they won't dare to go back to
China again. You hear what I say, you heathen
galoots?"
"All light, Misler Wild," came the reply from
both, as if in one voice.
That settled the dispute. Hop walked off to
the spot where the horses \\"ere grazing, while
his brother ,vent and sat down with his back
against a tree and promptly dropped off into a
doze, just as though nothing had happened to
clisturb him since he had been at the camp.

CHAPTER III.-The Horse Thieves at Their
Work.
As the seven ruffians a1·e to figure prominently
in our story, it will be in order to.follow them.
Their leade1·, Don Harley, had heard of Young
Wild \\'est before he met him on the river bank
that evening, and he had hea1·d enough to convince him that the boy was a dangerous one to
fool with. It is quite likely that he would not
have told his men to rm1 the boat to the bank
if he had been aware that the boy standing there
was our hei·o. But he did nQt know, and when
he found out he was glad enough to get away. ·
"Boys," said he, as the boat was forced up the
stream and around the bend, "I reckon that was
a putty close call. That young galoot is ther
champion deadshot of ther vVest, so I've heard.
S'pose he'd took ther notion ter try a shot at
.is? I reckon it would have been all over ther
minute ther report sounded. But I'm glad we
know he's around here, though. That means that
we've got ter be on ther watch fur him. He's
got a way of runnin' horse thieves an' sich like
down. He seems ter know that we're horse
thieves, too. That's the1· queer part of it."
"Well, Don, I reckon it would be a good idea
ter pick him off as soon as possible, then," spoke
up one of the men, who went by the name of
Spiker. "An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure. they say."
"That's it!" exclaimed another, who ,vas called
Hungry, because he was always ready to eat,
no matter what the time of day it was, or how
long it lrncl been ,dnce he had partaken of a
meal. "Let's go ashore as soon as we git around
ther bend here, an' then wait fur a chance ter
pick ther young galoot off. If we do that we kin
lay low an' wait fur his friends ter run up. Then
we lcin give 'em their medicine, too. There';:; only
one way ter do a thing, an' that's te1· do it rig1ht.
\Vhat do we ciu-e how mm1y we kill, if we know
that they're ag'in us, an' will land us in j•ail,
or put ropes around our necks ther niinute they
bit a chance?"
A cry of approntl went up from the rest of

those in the boat, and then it was that Don Harley de'Cided that Hungry had spoken very wisely.
"If you're all willin' ter that we'll do it," he
said, nodding his head. "In my mind, the1,e ain't
no question but that Young Wild West means ter
run us down. He's heard about ther horse stealin', I s'pose, and he,.'s come here ter have a little
excitement, as he calls it, in runnin' us down.
We'll stop right here an' settle ther trouble. I
feel jest like killin' him for the way he made
me haul in my horns an' take to ther boat. That
was a putty bad thing that we had ter do, boys.
Jest think of it! That boy an' gal had ther drop
on us, an' we ~st had ter ligl1t out in a hurry.
We would have had ter done it if no one else
come on ther scene, too. They had us covered,
an' there wasn't a show of gittin' back at 'em."
"That's right," nodded one of them. "I s'pose
ther man an' boy what shO\ved up was Young
Wild West's pards that I've heard so much about,
wasn't they?"
"Sa1·tin they was. I know their names, too.
One was Cheyenne Charlie, an' ther other was
Jim Dart. Dart is the1· boy, and he's almost
as bad ter fool as Young Wild \Vest himself."
"vVell." and Don Harley shook his head to show
that he thought the thing could be clone all right
"we'll go ashore here and see what we kin do'.
There's only two rifles among us, so two of ther
best shots kin sneak up close enough ter git a
shot at Young Wild West. The rest kin stay in
the boat, an' when his pards come runnin'· ter
find u~, which they most likely will do, they kin
·
git their medicine."
"Which is ther best shot in ther gang, that's
!he ques~ion," said the man called Spiker, lookmg at his companions. "I won't ;:;ay as I'm any
kind of a shot with a rifle, 'cause I never had
much practice with one. I kin generallv hold my
·
own with a gun, though."
"We don't want ter run close enough ter 'em
ter use guns." the leader retorted, shaking his
head decisively.
"Young Wild West an' his parcls is mighty
soon with guns, I've heard, an' we don't want ter
let 'em git a chance at us, if we kin help .i t,"
said Spiker.
The seven villains sat in the boat. which had
no.w reached the shore, one of them holding fast
of a bunch of grass to keep it there. Then, for
the next five minutes all the talk was as to who
were to be entrusted with the mission of taking
their position behind a clump of frees a few feet
from the bank ann shoot at Young Wild West.
They all knew that the camp of ou1· friends could
most likely be seen from that point. At length
it was decided that Spiker and a man called Oxley were to do the work. They all agreed that
Oxley was probably the best rifle shot in the
party, so it was soon settled that he was to get
a -position from which he could see the clashing
young deaclshot and then fire the shot that would
lay him low. Spike1· was to be in reacli11ess to
fire a second shot, in case his companion missed .
'!'hen the two left the boat and crept up behind
the trecR. As they expected, they could see the
camp quite plainly. But they could not see all
our friend::; very well, since they were at that
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moment sitth1g upon the grnund, busy eating the
evening meal.
"They'Te eatin' their supper, boys," said Spiker
nodding to those in the boat. "We can't very
well git a shot at Young Wild West jest now
without l'Unnin' thel' risk of hittin' ther gals.
We don't want ter shoot them, yer know. Gal:,;
is scarce articli:is in these here parts."
"Be
"That's right," answered Don Harley.
careful an' don't even hurt them gals. Is there
any more besides the gals an' Young Wild West
an' his pards?"
"Only two heathen Chinees, that's all," replied
Oxley.
"Well, it ain't no use wastin' any shots on ther
heathens jest now. What we want ter tend ter
first is Young Wild West an' his pards. You
jest pop over ther boy, an' then Y?u'll ~ee ho:"
quick his pal·ds runs over here ter git then- medicine. They can't help but do that, 'cause they'll
be so mad at seeing Young vVild West go down
that they'll want ter git at the one that shot him
mighty bad. That will give yer all ther chance
in ther world ter pop them over as they come
along ther bank."
What the villainous leader said certainly
seemed very plausible to the rest. It was the
very thing that they would do if t!1ey were placed
in such a position as Young Wild West would
be after the boy got shot. After a while the
chance came to take the shot at the dashing boy
hero. Oxley wr.s lying flat upon his stomach,
and pushing the barrel of his rifle between two
trees he rested· it upon his left hand, his elbow
upon' the ground, and then taking careful aim,
he fired the shot that so narrowly missed o~r
hero. So quickly did our friends get out of thenrange of vision that neither of the two men knew
whether the boy had been hit or not. But th~y
remained right where they were, hoping that such
had been the case, that Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Da1·t would come running to the scene. What
happened a little later the reader already knows.
'rhe shot had missed, and the result was that
Young Wild West reached the scene unknown to
them, and forced them to go back to the boat
again. As they paddled away up the stream, and
the young deadshot's rifle cracked four times,
putting a hole through as many hats and knocking three of the four into the water, the seven
villain~ were actually in a state of terror. They
were 1ank cowards, afte1· all, and knowing that
they were at the me1·cy of the boy, who was called
the Champion Deadshot of the West, they paddled for their lives. Not until they had Tounded
the next bend in the river did one of them make
an effort to speak a word. Then Don Harley,
who ,·;as sitting in the stern of the craft, breathed
a sigh of relief.
"Jumpin' cats!" he exclaimed. "That was awful, wasn't it?"
"It certainly was," answered Oxley, shrugging
his slioulders, and looking behind him, as though
he expected to see the boy following them along
the bank.
""W hy in thunder didn't some of you galoots
sittin' here in ther boat open fire on ther boy?"
asked Spiker, who now seemed to be the bravest
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of the lot. "Y el' sartinly had all ther chance in
ther world ter do it."
"Why didn't you take a shot at him when Oxley's rifle was knocked out of his hand by the
stone ther boy tluowed ?" queried H nngry.
"Why didn't I?" echoed the villain; "why didn't
I have the chance? You fellers in ther boat did,
though. He wasn't. watchin' ther whole blamed
lot of us, I 1·eckon."
"Never mind arguin' about it,'' spoke up the
leader. "I will say why I didn't do any shootin'.
I knowed if I did, an' l1appened ter miss, whjch
is what I would most likely have clone, 'cause
I was so much excited, I'd got a lead pill right
through ther heart. I ain't got no insurance on
my life, so I'm worth a whole lot m'oTe alive than
I would be dead. I'm mighty thankful that I got
away with a whole skin. But yer kin bet this
ain't goin' ter be ther end of it. There's more
than one way ter kill a cat. We'll go right on
up ther river till we come ter Dod's, an' then
we'll git them horses, jest ther san1e as if nothin' hadn't happened. After we git 'em all out,
one of us will ride down ther river on ther other
side, an' maybe then we kin find a chance ter
clean out Young. 'Wild West an' his pards. I
know the young galoot is after us, ',~:rnse he
wouldn't have said we was horse thieves if he
wasn't. But that ain't goin' ter stop me from
gittin' ther horses we have made up c '.ll' minds
ter steal this night."
This remark seemed to suit all hands, and his
companions hastened to assure him that theY
would stick to him. The fact was that they had
located the horses they intended to steal that
night while sneaking around the ranch a day or
two before. There were just a dozen of the. animals, and they had been picked from a herd of
bronchos to be sold to a man in the nearest town,
which was probably twenty miles away from the
ranch. The horses were all pretty good ones, and
that was what the thieves wanted to get hold of.
Many times before had they made successful
raids upon the nearby ranches, and the money
they had made by doing so amounted to quite a
sum. When not out on their raids the villains
posed as cowboys, they being in the em])loy of
an old man who ran things ratl1er carelessly
upon the ranch, and did not knO"w much abont
ll!anaging the same. The boat ke1)t on up the
nver, and about an hour after darkness set in
the lights of the ranch they proposed to make
the raid upon loomed up on the 1·ight. The hou--<e
and buildings were situated ve1-y clo8e to the
stream, and when they had reached a <'lump of
willows that overhung the "ater the boat ,vas
pushed in and made fast.
"As we might need this boat some other time,
one of us has got ter take it back," !'aid the
leader, as he stepped out upon the bank. ,,·whoever does thi8 has got te1· go 011 d·J\rn right past
ther camp of Young \\'ild We.st. Now then, who's
goin' ter be ther man?"
There was a short silence, and then Oxley answered: "I'll do it. There's a pretty Rtrnng current runnin', especia11y right along by the camp
of them galoots, and I reckon I kin let her drift
fal' enough, so they won't hear me. It's puttr
dark to-night, so they won't see me, anyhow."
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This being agreed upon, all but Oxley set out would have pleased him any better than to have
for the conal. It was quite easy for them to do such a thing happen. He had it in for the clever
their villainous work, and in less than fifteen Chinaman, since Hop had got the best of him
minutes the horses had been caught, and those so many times in gambling games, and had often
thev int:mded to ride saddled and bridled. Then made him ~he victim of ~ practical joke. Hop
the.l10rse thieves started for their headquarters, soon got h1s hooks and !me ready, and cutting
which !av about fifteen miles to the south, and a_ pol~, he ngged it ~o his satisfaction. By digour ging m the mellow soil along the river bank with
probably· seven miles from the sp9t wh
friends had camped for the night. Oxley pad- the lante1·n to g_ive him light, he found plenty
dled the boat along, little dreaming that he ·was of worms for bait. Soon he was sitting on the
e:oing to meet with a rather exciting adventure bank, whern_ th_ere was an opening between the
Down the t1~ees, and f1srung away for all he was worth.
before he reached his destination.
river he went, sometimes hardly using hi~ paddle Vi hen Hop thought the1·e were fish the1·e he wa·s
at all, but just steering _the craft. His com- right, for it was not 1011g before he had a bite.
panions got far ahead of him, but he cared noth- The result was that he landed a fish that ·weighed
ing for that. He knew they would have a &'ood over a pound.
"Lat pletty goodee," muttered the Chinaman.
supper waiting for him, and there was wl11sky
in the big jug. But as the man drew near the "Me allee light. Me catchee plenty fishee for
Yicinity cf Young Wild We::ct, and cea:'ed pad- um bleakfast, so be."
<:llin<>' entirely, he became drowsy. Reclmmg alHe baited his hook and tried again. The fish
most at full length, he allowed the boat to drift were. there, and they bit almost a-s fast as he
on with the cu1'rnnt. Then he fell into a doze, ' could get his line in the water for the next ten
,rnrl from this into a sound· sle<:>p. The paddle minutes. Hop kept landing them, and as it ,vas
dropped from his hand and went on by itself, not the first time he had fished in that part of
and the boat simply drifted along as the current the country, he knew they were very gcod to eat.
made it. Oxley was in the midst of a very pleas- Just as he had landed the twelfth fish his atant dream when a sudden jel'k upon the boat ~nti?n was ~ttracted by some large object floatthrew him over on his side and caused him to mg m the nver. It was coming right close to
.awaken.
the bank, too, and it did not take him two sec''What's ther matter?" he asked, foTgetting onds to Pee that it was a boat.
"'here he was and sitting up suddenly.
"Lat velly stlange," thought the Celestial as
"Hello, Misler Melican Man! Lis um velly he looked in surprise.
'
nieee evening, so be," said a voice, and then he
flashed upc11 him that the seven
quickly
it
But
realized that a Chinaman was bending over him. men Young Wild West had the trouble with were
in a boa~, an~ this must be the one they went
up the nver m. He looked around for Charlie
b~t he was nowhere in sight just then. Hop de~
CHAPTER IV.-Charlie and Hop Take a
c1ded that there was no one in the boat for it
·-Prisoner.
was being carried along by the current ;nd the
wind being from the other side of the' river it
When it gl'ew dark Young Wild "\Vest and his had been blown close to the bank. He decided
friends sat near the tents by the light of a lan- to catch it and pull_ it a shore. His fishing line
tern. This was· placed on the ground in a 1101- would do that, provided he went about it carelow. so that the 1ight might not show for any fully. Measuring the distance, he made a cast.
gre~1t distance. To -help in this, brush was piled The hook caught somewhere on the gunwale of
around it. The weather was too wal'm to keep the boat and stuck fast. Then Hop pulled gently
and the boat came ashore. For the first time
a fi1·e going, so the lantern answered the purpose
of a light. Of course our he1·0 saw to it that a he saw that the1'e was some one in it. A man
\Yatch was kept. He did not mean to allow the was lying at full length, his head restino· on
,even villains to get anothe1· chance to fire upon the seat at the stern. Hop thought he was dead
them. It was about nine o'clock when all but but he decided that it was best not to be too sur~
Cheyenne Charlie and Ifop Wah turned in. They about it, so he quickly made the boat fast and
,yei-e to stay on guard until midnight, and then then he hastened to find the scout. When Charlie
Jim Dart and Wing Wah would t&ke a trick until heard of the big catch the Chinaman had made
three, when "\Yild woul d go on for the balance he was not a little surprised. He followed him
to the spot, and then he quickly took in the situof the night. It was not long after they as
sumed their duties that Hop began fixing up a ation. By listening a minute OT two he was able
to hear the i-egular breathing of a sleeping perfi~hing line.
7
s.on.
" " hat are yer goin' ter do?" asked the scout.
"Git in ther boat an' wake him up, Hop," he
"Me allee samee catchee nicee mess of fish for
whispered, as he drew a revolver from the holbleakfast, Misler Charlie," was the i-eply.
''Oh! Do yer think there's any fish in ther ste1·. "I'll see that nothin' happens ter yer."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the ready
•
Tiver, Hop?"
reply, and then Hop stepped into the boat. The
·'Yes, plenty fishee maybe, so be."
·'Well, maybe the1·e is. You kin go ahead an' jar al'Oused the sleepe1', and as he awoke and
try it. I'll keep a watch around, an' I'll watch heard the voice of the Chinaman, who was bend1·ou, too, ter see that yer don't git asleep an' ing over him, he was amazed.
"Velly nicee evenino· so be" repeated Hop, in
!all overboal'd."
'
"''
Cha1·1ie chuckled as he said this, for nothing his bland way.
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in bad company, that's all, an' I've- shook them.
I never intended ter go back with 'em."
"You wait till the boss gets up," Dart retorted. "I haven't got anything to say about it."
The villain became silenced right away.
Charlie and Hop were soon sound asleep, and
then leaving Wing to watch the prisoner, Jim
walked about in search of any one who might
happen to be sneaking about the vicinity. But
there was no one to be found, and so the time
dragged on until it was time to arouse our hero.
When Jim awoke him he was not long in letting
him know of the capture Charlie a11d Hop Jtad
made.
"One of the horse thieves, eh?" the young deadshot remarked. "I was sure they were horse
thieves. Hop caught the boat, with the galoot
asleep in it, eh? - Well, that is pretty good. I
suppose the rest went to steal hoi·ses, while he
came down the river with the boat. I reckon
he made a mistake in going to sleep, though."
Wild went over to him and began to question
him. He asked him his name, and how it was
he came to leave his companions, and Oxley anOxley looked up and saw that the speaker held swered in a way that seemed to be straightfora revolver in his hand. This meant th at th ere ward enough. He told his name, but he lied in
was nothing for him to do but to obey. Hop the rest, however. Our hero made out that he
believed he told the truth.
came out fir st, and then the villain followed.
"ls theT boat tied fast, Hop?" asked the scout.
"Suppose you tell me the name of the galoot
"Yes, Misler Charlie; she allee samee velly
who fired the shot at me before dark?" he quernuchee fastee," was the reply.
"Good enough! Now jest take this galoot's . ried.
"That was Don Harley, ther leader of ther
gu n an' knife away from him."
·
gang," was the reply.
th
This was a point-blank lie, since the man had
Oxis.
The Chinaman was not long in doing
lev made no objection", for he knew it would be done it himself, as thi reader knows.
useless. He submitted like a lamb . Charlie took
"Don Harley, eh? So that iJi.. the name of the
him by the arm, and still keeping' th e revo 1ver leacler of the bunch of horse thieves, is it?"
"Yes, that's right. They're a mighty bad lot,
in his hand, walked him to th e camp. No one had
been aroused by what had taken place, so he pro- too. If I'd knowed what they was up ter I
ceeded to tie the prisoner to a tree. ChaTlie wouldn't have come up ther river with 'em. I
made a good job of this, for he never did any- only struck ther gang yisterday, an' they: seemed
thing by halves. Oxley was destined to st ay ter be sich good fellers that I thought I'd stay
th.e re until he was released by some one 0th er with 'em. They promised ter git me a job at ther
1·anch they worked at, an' it wasn't till we got
than hi!Ilself.
"Go on ·with your fishin', Hop. I reckon ther l'ight where they was goin' ter take ther horses
galoot is al] right. If he goes ter makin' a noise that they told me what was up. I balked then,
that will wake 'em up I'll put a bullet in him. :m' they told me ter take ther boat an' light cut.
I'm goin' ter leave him jest as he is till Wild I done that qui:ck enough, an' I ·was glad ter do
gets up. Then he'll be asked some questions, I it' too."
"A.ll right; maybe you did the ri,ght thing, and
reckon."
maybe you didn't. We'll find out about--that late1
"Allee light, Misle1· Charlie."
The Chinaman went back to the river bank, on. I reckon you're pretty comfortable as yo1t
and after he had fixed up his line, resw11ed his are, so you c~n stay here till after it gets day.
fishing. The fish were there, and he succeeded light. I haven't made up my mind whether t6
in landing a gTeat many more than would be shoot or hang· you yet."
While Wild was well satisfied that the mal\.
needed for breakfast. ~Vhen he had tired of it,
he carried them to the camp for his brother to was a scoundrel, and that he had lied.· in the
clean, and then joined the scout. Midnight came greater part of what he said, he had no intention
and then Charlie aroused Jim and Wing. Jim of either hanging or shooting him. He merely
wa3 astonished to find a prisoner tied to the tree said that to see what effect it wo1,1d _have u;oo.n
in the camp, but it was explained to him by the him. Oxley became frightened right awi.y, as
might be supposed.
scout in a very few words.
"Have mercy on me," he pleaded. "Let me go,
"Leave him be there till 'Wild wakes up,"
Charlie added. "I reckon he's all right enough." Young Wilrl West. I'll never steal a,10th1tr horse
"I reckon so," Jim answered, when he saw how · as long a,; I live, if yer do."
"Is that so? Well, just shut up now. You
·
~ecurely the prisoner was bound.
might awaken my friends. I'll see what is to
'·Say," said Oxley, speaking in a low, pleadin
tone of voice, "let me go, won't ye1·, young fel- be clone with you in the morning, as I just said."
The wretched prisoner tried t" plead fm-the1·,
ler? I never done nothin' ter any of ye1·. I got

''Eh? What's that you say?" and Oxley looked
up at him as though he could not imagine just
where he was.
"Me say um velly nicee evening, so be. What
you do asleep in um boat?"
Then the horse thief understood. It flashed
upon him that he had fallen asleep, and that ~y
doing so he had drifted into the hands of his
enemies. But he was one of the soi-t who can
find a way out of a difficulty quite handi1y.
Knowing that he would probably be recognized,
he rubbed his eyes, and shaking his head sadly,
said:
"My pards left me 'cause I wouldn't agree ter
do some horse stealin'. I started down ther river
in ther boat after they went away, an' I must
have fell asleep. I'm an honest man, an' I want
yer ter know that."
"All right," answered the scout. "But don't
_talk too loud. There ain't no use of wakin' them
what's · asleep in ther camp. Jest come out of
that boat, an' ·be mighty careful how yer act,
too."
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but Wild commanded him to shut up, so he did.
The night wore on, and daylight soon came. Then
it was not long before it began to grow yellow
in the east. Just as the sun showed itself Wild
called his sleeping companions. Thay all got out
in quick time, including the two Chinamen. Wing
was pretty sleepy, but that made no difference;
he knew it was imperative that he should get up,
so he did so. The girls were much· surprised to
find out that there was a prisoner in the camp,
for they had not been awakened by the conversation during the n:ight.
'~Who is it, Wild?" asked Arietta.
"One of the horse thieves," was the reply. "He
is one of the two I found crouching behind the
trees last night, after the shot was fired at me.
He told me it was the leader of the crowd who
fired at me, but I know better. It was either
he or the other fellow who di.d it, for they were
t}u! only ones who had rifles, and were waiting
for a chance to shoot again. He told me a pretty
good story, but I don't believe much of it. I
1-eckon we'll hang him to a tree somewhere around
heTe, and leave him for a warning to the rest of
the horse thieves."
Oxley heard. this, of course, and the way he
pleaded and begged was quite disgusting to come
from the lips of a full-grown man. Arietta knew
-very well that her dashing young lover did not
intend to ,ynch the villain. That was something
iie had never done in his life, or taken part in,
even. Sl!e s:miled when she saw how childish the·
prisoner was acting about it. Breakfast was prepared as soon as the cook could do it, and then,
when all hands had eaten, Wild told Hop to untie
the captive's hands, so he might eat.
"I don't want nothin' ter eat," Oxley declared,
when the food was brought to him. "If I've got
ter die, I might as well go on an empty stomach."
But Hop went on and untied his hands.

CHAPTER V.-Oxley Rejoins His Companions.
Oxley shook his head as Hop offel'ed him a
cup of coffee and some food.
"I said I didn't want anythiJ:tg to eat," he declared. "What'-s the use of me eatin' anything,
when I know that I have got ter die? Young
Wild West said as how he didn't know whether
he was goin' ter hang me or shoot me. If I
have got ter die I reckon I dont want anything
ter eat."
' "Lat allee light," said the Chinaman, smiling
in his bland way. "You allee samee eatee plenty
bleakfast. Len you hangee allee samee velly
muchee quickee; makee you lillee more heavy, so
be, and you soonee die."
This sort of talk did not tend to make the
wretched prisoner feel any better. He ::;eemed
to feel certain that Wild meant to take his life,
and while he was in that state of mind it made
him feel like anything- but eating his bi-eakfast,
no doubt. But Hop was bound that he should
eat something, so placing the food before him,
he took from under his coat the big, old-fashioned
>:ix-shooter he alwavs canied with him.
''YOU see ]is?" he asked, shaking it under the
»1an's no::;e.

"Don't p'int that at me!" cried Oxley, putting
up his hands in terror. "Look out! It might go
off!"
"You allee samre eatee, or me sbootee yon
stlaight through your head!" threatened the Chinaman, still smiling, as though it was all a great
joke, which it was.
"Well, if I've got ter eat, I s'pose I must," and
with a resigri.ed look on his face, Oxley reached
for the food and began swallowing it without
hardly chewing it.
Hop kept toying with the weapon while this
was going on. Finally the prisoner took up the
tin cup of coffee and started to drink it. It was
boiling hot, so he burned his mouth in the effort.
As l1e held the cup a\'.\'RY from him Hop suddenly
thrust the muzzle of his revolver in it and pulled
the trigger. Bang! - The cup was blown from
the hand of the man, while what coffee the1·e
was in it scattered around the spot. Oxley uttered a yell of fear, for probably he thought he
had been shot.
"What are you doing, Hop?" demanded our
hero, as he ran over to the spot. "Been destroying one of the cups, eh? You must think we
have plenty of them."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild," answered the
Chinaman blandly. "Um cup velly much-ee old,
so be; it allee samee lusty. Me m.akee "Iillee fun
with um plisonei-."
"Well, get him' another cup of coffee. I reckon
he ·will drink i.t all right, especially when I t.ell
him that we are not going to kill him. I have
made up my mind to let him go. We don't want
to be bothered with a prisoner, anyhow."
A cry of joy came from the lips of Oxley wh~n
he heard this. What he heard seemed to be too
good to be true.
"Do yer mean that, Young \Vild West?" he
asked, turning his gaze upon the face of the
dashing young deadshot.
"Yes, I mean it, Oxley. I know you are a villain, and that you are well deserving of being
hanged or shot; but I never did anything like
that in my life, and I am not going to begin on
you. If you a1·e to be hanged some one else will
have to do it, I 1·eckon. But as fo1- the shooting
part of. it, if ever I catch you putting up a fight
against us, or doing anything contemptible, I
will certainly send a bullet through your heart."
"Thank yer ! '' cried the man, his eyes gleaming with pure joy. "You kin bet your life that
I won't ever raise a hand ag'in you or any of
· your friends."
He drank the coffee that the cook gave him,
and then, as his appetite had suddenly come to
him, he asked for something more to eat. The
fish that Hop had caught the night before had
made more than sufficient for our friends, so
there was plenty left to feed the prisoner, and
he certainly ate heartily now.
\\Ti]d was now certain that the companions of
the man had made a raid on some ranch that
could not be so very far away, and that they had
gone away with a number of horses that did not
belong to them. He was going to take it upon
himself to trap the horse thieves and get back
the stolen property; but he thought it would be
a good idea to fil'st pay a visit to the ranch.
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Feeling certain that he could obtain e11ough in- the villain untied ~he rope that held the boat to
formation from the prisoner as to the where- the bank, and stepping in pulled out toward the
abouts of the place the horses had been stolen middle of the stream. To say that he was much
from, he waited until he had finished eating and elated at getting away would hardly be expressing it. The villain felt so good over it that he
then went up to him.
"Now then," said he, looking at him keenly, "I could hardly keep from whistling to give vent
am going to ask you a couple of questions, and to his delight. Down the river he went, paddling
if I have any doubt as to your telling the truth along as if he was in a gTeat hurry. But he
really was, in fact, for he knew that Don Harley ·
I may change my mind about letting you g·o."
what had de"Go ahead and ask anything you want, Young and the rest would be wondering
had covered
he
hour
an
than
less
In
him.
tained
Wild West," was the reply. "I'll tell the truth,
seven miles down the river, and then turnno matter what kind of a question yer ask me." the
was
"Well, then, how many horses did you steal ing into a tributary of the stream, that
shielded on both sides by overhanging willows
last night-your friends, I mean?"
and rank weeds, he ,vent along until he .came to
"I don't exactly know that, but I think they a spot where there was a well-beaten path to
been
had
that
''"as goin' ter .try and git twelve
be seen running over to the right. Oxley tied
picked out of a herd ter sell by ther man that the craft to a tree and then hurried along the
owned them. I didn't go with ther gang, yer path. Through the thin strip of timber he could
know."
see a tumble-down ranch house and the buildings
"How far is the ranch from here-the one the belonging to it. This was the headqual'ters of
horses were stolen from, I mean?"
the horse thieves. As has been said, they were
"Jest about fifteen miles up ther river, on ther employed by a man, who knew little or nothing
other side. A man named Dod owns ther ranch, about ranching in the West, and they occupied
an' he raises more horses than he does cows an' the house with him, since he had no wife or servsteers. He makes a sort of business out of stolen ants.
·
mustangs, an' he has some ruighty good ones,
"I reckon they must have got up a little late
too."
this mornin':'' he muttered, as he saw smoke ris"I suppose you know just how good they are. ing from the chimney of the house. '"•'It ain't
But I won't a::;k you any more questions. You likely they have had their breakfast yet. But I
can go now. I want you to go right straight to have had mine, an' a mighty good one it was,
your friends, and when you meet them tell them too. I didn't feel like eatin' it first off, but when
Young Wild West and his partners are a1ter I found that I was to be Jet off I got sich an
them, and are going to get them inside of twenty- appetite that I could have eaten most anything.
four hours. I mean just what I say, and you Well, I'll tell ther boys jest what Young Wild
can bet all you'rE) worth that we'll get them, too. West said. I know what they'll do, thoufhIf you a1·e with them at the time you will have They'll jest strike out an' try ter git him afore
to take your r.Jedicine, one way or the other." ~ he gits ther chance ter git us. That's ther only
Oxley looked ~t the face of the young dead- thing to do, anyhow. I told him enough about
,hot as this was said, and it was easy for him 'em to make it dangerous for all hands of us,
to tell that what the boy said came from his and if we don't git him he certainly will git us.
heart.
That goes without sayin', 'cause Young ·wild
"All right," he said. "I was goin' ter strike West an' his pards has got ther name of doin'
out for myself, and let the1· gang go. But since what they strike out for. Well, I'll hear what
you want me ter tell 'em that, I s'pose I had Don an' ther 1~st of the boys has ter say about
better hunt 'em up and do it."
it, mighty quick now."
"Oh, I reckon you had no intention of going
He soon passed th1'ough the narrow timber
off by yourself. You mean to find them just as strip and then made his way to the house, which
quickly as you can, and you know it. You know was less than a quarter of a mile distant. Ar;
,,-hat I said about telling me a lie."
he reached it he found his companions eating
The villain winced at this, and he began to breakfast in the big living-room of the house.
believe that there was really no use in trying to The owner of the ranch had gone away a week
lie to Young Wild West. At a word from Wild before and was not expected back inside of a
Hop untied the rope that held the prisoner to the month. He had left things at the ranch to be
tree.. Oxley got up, and after straightening him- run by his hired men as they saw fit to do it.
They had not robbed him of nmch, as yet, but
self out started for the ·river.
"I s'pose I kin take my boat, can't I?" he asked. Don Harley had often said to his companions
I reckon we that in case thfogs gQi too warm for them to
"Yes, go ahead and take it.
stay around those parts any longer they would
haven't any use for it. But say!"
for some
"What do you want ter know, Young Wild clean out the old man, and then make
thought
Oxley
known.
not
were
they
whe1·e
place
\Vest?"
of this as he approached the house, and when h<'
"How far have you got to go before you meet joined his companions it was in his mind to at.'.your gang?"
vise them that in case they could not catcii Young
"Jest about seven miles down the river;" was Wild West and his partners napping they had
the truthful reply.
better clean out their employer and leave without
"All right; go ahead. Remember what I told delay.
you."
"Well, if here ain't Oxley!" exclaimed Don
"You kin bet I will," came the reply, and then Harley, who was sitting at the head of the table,
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a plate of bacon and eggs before him. "Where
CHAPTER VI.-The Race Between the Sorrel
in thunder have yer been all night, pard ?"
and the Bay.
"Oh, I stopped at ther camp of Young Wild
West an' stayed the1·e all night," was the reply.
"Break up camp and load the pack-horses,"
"They wanted me ter stay, an' I couldn't very
well refuse 'em. They used me mighty nice, you said Wild to the two Chinamen after the villain .
can bet. I had a fine breakfast afore I left 'em Oxley, had taken his departure, "I reckon we'll
head straigbt foi- Dod's Ranch and find just what
an hour ago."
the horse thieves are up to ."
The villains were astonished to hear this, for
"That's right," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, givby the way Oxley talked, he had really been the ing a nod of approval. "It ain't likely it'll be very
friends.
his
and
West
Wild
Young
of
guest
invited
hard ter catch thei- thieves. They have sorte1· got
"Yer stopped with Young Wild West an' his a notion that they want ter take you, Wild, and
friends over night, did yer?" the leader of the that will make 'em hang around somewhere."
band asked, after he had recovered from 11is asThe villain they ,h ad captured told them that it
tonishment. "How in thunder did yer come ter was about fifteen miles up the river to the ranch,
do that? Didn't they know yer?"
and Wild believed that he told the truth wheff he
"Oh, yes, they knowed me all right," and Ox- said this. This meant that they ought to get
the1e in about an houi-, as the traveling was very
ley grinned in a feeble way.
Then he sat down and 1\elated all that had good in those parts. It was not long before
happened, the horse thieves listening in silence. everything was in i-eadiness, and then mounting
Not until he had finished did any one say any- their horses they i-ode away, following the course
thing, and then the villain called Hungry blurt- of the river. In due time they came in sight of
the ranch, which lay on the opposite side of the
ed out:
stream, and then they looked about foi- a place to
"Well, that sorter beats anything I ever heard ford the river and get across. They were not
ter of, boys! It means that we've either got ter long in finding tlitis, and in a very few minutes
git Young Wild West or he'll git us. Now, what they reached the othei- side. As they got a good
are we 6 oin' ter do about it?"
view of the ranch house and its surroundings thev
"Git him, of course," answered Don Harley, could see that thei-e were plenty of horses there.
just as though it would be an easy thing to do. Some ·were gi-azing along the range and others
"You don't s'pose we are goin' ter let him ketch were in a big corral a mile distant from the
us an' have us lynched, do you? Not much. I, ·h ouse. There was a small pen nearer the house,
for one, ain't that kind of a hairpin."
and as oui- hero looked at this he saw that it con"1Ve1l, he's goin' ter Dod's ranch first, an' then tained probably fifty horses, and that there were
he'll take ther trail, most likely," observed Ox- two or thi-ee men at work there.
ley. "The best thing we kin do is ter go over - "I reckon the ranchman and some of his cowthat way an' wait for him to come along."
boys are ov,~i- there, said our hero, nodding to his
Come on, we'll go over and see."
"That's right," nodded the leader, showing his partners.
Before they got very fai- they could see that
approval at what the man said. "We'll do that.
But we needn't be in an awful hurry about it, they 'A·ere observed by the men, who promptly
'cause it's most likely that they'll stop at the stopped their work with the ho1·ses and waited
foi- them to approach.
ranch house."
"Hello, there!" called out one of the men as
"If they do that it's purty certain that they'll
within about a hundred yards of the
leave ther gals there," Oxley ret6rted. "There's they camereckon
you're welcome, strangers. I'm
three mighty fine-lookin ' gals with Young Wild spot. "I an' this
is my ranch. Come right
Bill Dod,
West, I kin tell yer. I had a good chance ter along."
see 'em, which you fellers. didn't. Two of .'em
They all rode up and halted near -the little corain't nothin' more'n children, but I reckon they're
old enough to marry, if it come ter ther pinch. ral and then one of the cowboys exclaimed:
. "Blamed if it ain't Young Wild West, .Bill! It's
Now then, an idea has just struck me. If we
could only git Young Wild West an' his pards lum as sure as you're born!"
"Is that so?" and the ranchman looked surstaited on our ti-ail, an' then some of us sneak
around to ther ranch house, we might be able prised. "Well, I'm mighty glad ter meet yer
els~
tei- git hold of them gals. It won't take ther Young Wild West. I don't know of anvone
you ·iest now.
whole lot of us ter drop Young Wild West an' in ther world I'd rather meet than
see. ·Twelve of my best horses
his pards, 'cause that kin be done without them I'm in trouble, yerthis
here corral last night."
expectin' it. There's sii,h a thing as layin' an disappeared fromour
hero answered, coolly.
"So I heard,"
ambush, you know, boy."
"What's that?" cried the ranchman. "You
"By jingo!" exclaimed Don Harley, rising from heard about it? Who in thunder told you 7 Why
the table. "That's ther best thing yet! Boys, we only knowed it about half an hour ago."
we won't only di-op Young 17i'ilcl West an' his
"One of the thieves told about it."
pards, .but we'll git them gals an' fetch 'em over
As he said this Wild dismounted and putting
here. There ain't no one as would ever think of out his hand he grasped that of the ranchman
lookin' here for any gals that was missin'. Old and shook it.
Belcher has got a mighty good reputation around
"Yer met one of ther thieves, eh?" and Bill
here. an' them what knows him wouldn't ever Doc! opened his mouth with more astonishment
thirik that he would allow anything like that goin' than ever.
on, Nobody knows that he's gone away, 'cept us."
"Yes, we had one of them in our camp all
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night. We let him go this morning , afteT l1e had
told us all about the affair of last night. But
that's all right. I reckon we'll get them for you,
and you will get your horses back, too."
The ranchman wanted to know all about it, of
course, so Wild soon told him all they had
learned.
"Great ginger!" he exclaimed. "So it was Don
Harley, eh? Wall, that galoot has sorter been
under suspicion a few times, but no one has
seemed ter be able ter prove anything ag'in him.
So one of 'em took ther boat back an' fell asleep
in it, so ther Chinaman got him, eh? Well, that
was a pretty good catch, I reckon. Now we know
'
jest who to look for."
Dod then shook hands with everyone in the
party, not forgetting the two Chin~men_. He ~nvited them all to go to the house with hrm, which
they all did, and then his wife and daughter were
quickly introduced. The ranchman was much
elated at having found out who the horse thieves
were, and as he had heard of Young Wild West
and wl:iat he and his partners were in the habit
of doing to such villains, he seemed t? be perfectly at his ease, and no longer worried about
the disappearance-0f his horses. The dashing
young deadshot had declared that they would be
returned to him , aJld Dod had enough confidence
in him to believe it.
"I've only got three men on the place with me
jest now," he said, a s our hero and his partnel'S
walked out with him, leaving the girls in the
house " -ith J'iirs. Dod and her daughter. "But I
reckon you thr ee, with t he four of us, will be
enough ter tackle Don Harley an' his gang."
"I reckon vou anrl vour men won't have to go
at all, if you don't want to. If we three can't
handle that gang of galoots I'll give up tryin~ to
make crooked men straight, that's all. I hanaled
them pretty well alone last night just before da1·k,
I reckon. If you had seen how they paddled up
the river in that boat when I was shooting at
their hats you would have thought so, I think."
"It's a pity yer didn't put ther bullets through
their heads instead of their hats."
"Well, I never like to do anything like that.
It's bad enough to put a bullet through a man's
head when he's trying to put one through yours,
let alone doing it when he's trying to run away
from you."
· "Th.at's so. too. You didn't know fo1· sure that
they was horse thieves then. But you did know
that one of them tri€d ter drop yer, though, and
that ought to have been enough ter make yer put
some lead in 'em. But you know your business,
Young Wild West. I ain't goin' ter say any
more. You said you would git them horses back
for me .an' catch ther galoots, an' I believe yer .
will. I want teT help yer an' I mean ter do it,
So all you have got ter do is ter tell me what ter
do an' yer kin bet you'll find me right there."
Wild thought a moment, and then looking at
the th1·ee cowboys, who were more than anxious
to accompany him on the trail of the horse
thieves, as he could see by the way they looked,
he said:
"Well, if you and your men want to go with
us, come ahead. I don't want to be too long about
this business, so with a little help I suppose we
can do it all the quicker. We were going to
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start right out aft.er the galoots before we came
here, but I thought I would send a message to
them with the fellow called Oxley, so that thel
would get started up a little and try to catch me.
They have all heard of me, you see, and they
haven't no love for me, you can bet."
"1'11 bet they ain't," retorted the ranchman.
"Well, if you are ready to start out now, I'll git
my horse, and then we'll go ahead. If them
galoots have got my horses over at Belcher's, I'll
bet that Belcher don't know anything about it.,O
"Maybe they haven't got them there now,"
spoke up Jim Dart. "They might have gone on
further with them."
"Well if they have we'll catch them, just the
same," Wild said, in his cool and easy w?-Y· ".It
will take a little longe.r , that's all: The girls will
be all right here at the ranch until we come back.
It just suits them to be with some of their own
sex for a while, I reckon."
"An' it just suits my wife an' darter to have
'em, too," spoke up Dod. "They're mighty_,glad
ter have <>'al visitors you can bet. It amt so
·the1·1 an '
very often., that they' do h ave ' em, e1,that makes it all the more pleasant for em when
.
they do."
In a few minutes the ranchman and his three
cowboys were ready to join in the pu~uit of the
horse thieves. Dod got at our hero's side as they
rode away and looking at the sorrel stallion the
boy was ~ounted -011, he nodded and said:
<'•rm a purty good jedge of horse flesh, Young
Wild West, an' I'm goin' tcr tell yer right ter your
faee that that's as fine a stallion as I ever sot
eyes on."
"Well," was the Teply, "Spitfire is certainly all '
right. I've never ·seen his match at speed and
endurance; and he's just as faithful as he can
be, too. Lots of men have offered me big prices
fol' him, but I don't think any one man has got
enough money to pay for a horse that can bu?
him. I tamed him when he was nothing piore
than a wild colt on the plains, and after he had
killed two or three men and hurt half a dozen
more, too. Once I had him under control it was
easy to teach him how to behave- himself. He
has done that ever since, and the longer I have
him the better I like him."
"I don't j lame you a. bit. This horse. of mine
is a good one, too. I am't never · seen his ms:tch
yet, though I won't say he kin outride yours_ or
stick on a journey any longer-; but I wo~ld Jest
like ter have a little ti·y with you some time, so
I could see if there was a horse as kin run faster
than mine."
"Well, as we are in a huny just now, suppose
we let tl1em go for about 'five miles without a
stop," suggested our hero.
"Oh, that wouldn't be fair," and the ranchman
shook his head., "You have rode fifteen or twenty
miles this mornin', an' my horse is fresh. I want
ter do ther thing square when I race. I don't
want ter take no advantage of yer."
"That's all right. The fifteen or twefity miles
that Spitfire rode this morning is just about
enough to warm Mm up for business . Don't
think anything· like that, Mr. Dod. You just let
your horse out right now. I can tell by the looks
of him that he's a mighty good one, and I w~.r.t
to find out just how fast he can go "
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"Wen, if you insist on it I'll give yer a trr.
But. if 1 happen ter beat you I won't call it
i-quare, 'cause my horse is fresh an' yours ain't.
Here she goes!"
Without waitino· another minute, or telling any
of the rest what ;as up, the ranchman urged his
ho1·se forward at a smashing· gallop. The steed
was a dark bay aI).d ve1·y clean-limbed, and the
wav he started off showed that he ·was made of
the right kind of material that goes to make up a
good, all-round horse.
"I reckon we'll leave you fellows in the rea1·,"
said Wild, as he turned in the saddle and ·waved
his hai1d to ·his partners and the cowboys. "Dod
i8 going- to show me how fast his cayuse can
run."
A cJ1eer was the reply to this, and then Wild
started after the ranchman. For half a mile he
let the bay keep about fifty yards ahead of him.
Wild could see that the steed was not exactly
doing its best, but he was pretty certain th~t he
could not increase the pace a great deal. Spitfire,
on the other hand, was going along at what m.ight
have been called an easy gallop for him, and when
the -time came he would be able to increase it to
~uch an extent that the bay would , stand no
chanre whatever, unless it might be that edurance would count in the end. There was no way
of teiling just how far five miles might be except
by guessing at it. But Wild was a pretty good
judge of distances, and after the first mile had
been covered, according to his estimation of it,
11e Jet Spitfire out a little and rapidly overtook
the ranchman. As the sorrel stallion got abreast
of the ba? the ranchman uttered a cry and then
his horse forged ahead a little. It was tl1en that
the real race began, for the bay was certainly
i;howing great endurance. His breathing was not
a bit more labored than that of the sorrel, and
·wnd was not slow to notice this. But just how
Jong the bay could hold out at the terrific pace he
did not know. But when he had told Dod that J1e
had never seen a horse that was a match in speed
and enduran<;e of the gallant sorrel our hero had
told the truth . Many were the races he had been
in, both for the glory of it and when ·his very life
was staked on the result. On went the two
blooded animals, Wild's partners and the co;wboys
gradually drnpping furthe1· in the ree·. If they
had done their best, they could not possibly have
kept up a pace that would hold to that of the
sorrel and bay. Spitfire was rmrning now at
about the rate he always did until the final spurt
came, and when Wild saw the bay holding the
gait it occurred to him that perhaps he might
have a spurt -that would make him a dangerous
iival. Instead of five miles, the race continued
until fully ten bad been covered, and the two
horses were nearly side by side. But just then
our hero noticed that the bay was beginning to
weaken slightly. The ranchman must have noticed it. too, for he turned and called out:
"See t)1at blasted tree out about half a mile
ahead, Young Wild West?"
"Yes," was lhe reply. "I see _it."
"Well, then, the first one as gets ter that tree
,.-ins the race. What do ~,er ~ay?"
"All right. I'm satisfied."
The ranchrnan now settled right down to busin.ea. He kept the same gait until the blasted

tree was only about a quarter of a mile ahead.
Then he ~poke sharply to his horse and the result
was that the bay started ahead like an arrow
from the bow. He gained fully ten yards on the
sorrel almost before Wild was aware of it. But
nothing daunted, the dashing young deadshot
gave Spitfire the rein and spoke to him. Away
bounded the sorrel stallion, and gradutlly the gap
that lav between the two horses was narrowed.
As the ·ranchman was within a hund1·ed yards of
the goal, Spitfire gave a sudden bound and shot
past the bay like a streak. He did not slacken
the pace, either, until he had reached the blasted
tree, and turning in the saddle Wild saw that Dod
was easily six lengths behind him.
"You win!" shouted Dod, as he brought his
horse down to a trot. "That's ther first time my
horse has ever been beat. I congratulate yer,
Young Wild West, you're--"
Crang! Crang! Two rifle shots rang out in
quick succession and Wild heard the hum of a
bullet as it sped by his ear. But as he turned
and looked at the ranchman he saw him falling
from the back of his horse.

CHAPTER VIL-Spiker Fails, and Then Dies
The seven villainous horse thieves rode pretty
hard, for they had made up their minds to try and
abduct the girls Young Wild West had with him
in his party, and this meant that they must reach
the vicinity of Dod's Ranch a>' soon a$ possible.
But they managed to talk over their plans, in
spite of the speed they were putting their ho1·ses
to, as they rode close in a bunch. The trail they
had brought the stolen horses over was one that
was used a great deal, and which about ended at
Belcher's, where they belo11ged . Though this
would make it a little difficult for anyone to
follow them, they all knew that it was quite likely that Young Wild West and his partners would
find the fresh tracks of the stolen horses. One
thing Oxley had not told his friends, and that
was that he had given the young deadshot the
information that the gang was staying at Belcher's. If Don Harley and the rest had known this
they might not have felt so easy. Of course they
knew very well that if they were permitted to,
our hero and his partners would come to the
ran~h, but they need not k11ow that the horse
thieves worked there, even if they did. Harley
was of the opinion that if he could get the three
girls in his power, and be able to take them to
Belcher's without being discovered, no one would
think of looking for them there. This looked
rather plausible, since, as has been stated, Belcher bore· a very good reputation. It was just about
twenty-two miles to Dad's Ranch, and the trail
,,,as, for the rn,ost part, smooth and without many
hills. In some places it ran right close to the
river, while steep banks reared themselves back
of it, with patches of timber here and there. The
horse thieves knew the trail well, and they figured
that an ambuscade could be easily arranged.
"Young Wild ·west an' his parcls must never
reach Belcher's, boys," Don Harley declared,
shaki11g his head and clenching his teeth. "That
wouldn't do, fur if he got that far he might win
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out. He's got ter be down~d afor~ he git,s h~lf- Ho\Y about it, boys? Is everybody satisfi_ed with
way, an' that's all there 1s ter 1t . We_ 11 11<l_e ther arrangement?"
along about halfway, an' then we 111 lay m wait
"Yes!" came the reply from ail hands.
fur 'em. I feel purty sartin that he'll come. _He
Then Spiker got with the thre:e men he was
told Oxley he would, an' most likely he meant it." going to be in charge of and gave them a lot of
"Oh he sartinly meant it!'' Oxley hastened to instruction. . Harley talked to the others, too,
say. 1'Don't make no mistake on that! Ther and this was kept up as they rode along. Mile
rnung galoot will come all rig:bt. Hes goin' ter after mile was cove1'ed and at length they
git yer all, he said, unless yer was smart enough reached the spot they thought was the advisable
ter light out so he couldnt find yer. He hate,; one to wait for Young Wild West and his partners at. They had made just about twelve mile's,
horse thieves, yer know."
"Well I'll bet he don't hate me half as bad as and the rocks and trees were plentiful there,
I cl~ hi~," and the leader shrugged his shoulders ·which made it a place just suited for an amand looked very ugly. "He would have shot me bush.
dead when he seen me settin' in ther boat last
"Well, Spiker, here's where we part for a ,vhile,
nio-ht if he did. You kin bet that I'll never give -I reckon," said Don Harley, as he turned to hi,;
hi;1 ther chance he give ter me, boys!"
lieutenant. "I only hope you'll have as good luck
"Sartin yer won't, Don," Hu_n gry spoke up.
as I do. I feel it in my bones that I'm goin' ter
."Say, did any of you fellers bring along anything win in this game."
"I hope yer do, Don," was the reply. "You kin
ter eat?"
"Never mind anything ter eat, Hungry," re- bet that I'll do my level best ter git titer boy an·
torted Harley. "You think a blamed sight more his pards, if they only come along this way."
of Your stomach than yer do of your life, I
"Oh, they'll come all right. You've got quite
reckon. Jest wait till we git to Dod's; then you'll an easy thing ter do, when yer come ter think
1iave all yer went ter eat, most likely."
of it. All you've got ter do is lay an' wait fur
"Mavbe it'll be lead too: Them gals knows 'em. When they git jest where yer want 'em yer
how ter shoot purty ~vell, I reckon," ventured shoot 'em, that's all.'
Oxley.
"It does seem as though it would be mighty
"'Well, we mustn't do anything ter make 'em easy," spoke up HungTy. "But we thought that
shoot, not until we've got 'em so they can't same thing last night. We might git flipped up
shoot," said Harley. "But don't worry about ther ag'in."
gals shootin'. I reckon v.-e kin fool 'em out of
"Yer don't want ter do that. If yer don·t hit
ther notion."
one of them when yet fire ther first time jest
"How many of us is goin' to ther ranch ter git keep right on shootin' till yer do. You'll have ther
ther gals, Don?" asked one of the others.
chance ter keep out of sight of them, anyhow.
"Well I've thought it over, an I reckon three They won't be able ter plug yer."
will be ~nough ter do that job. W e'l! need four
"Oh, we'll do it, all 1·ight!" Spiker retorted,
tel' pop over Young Wild West an' his panls, I
nodding as though there could be no doubt about
reckon."
it.
"Of course we will," added Oxley, who, in spite
"Which gang are you goiJ1' ter be in?" querietl
Spiker, who was a sort of lieutenm1t to the leader of \,Yhat he had said fo our hel'O, was just as
amdous as ever to be revenged.
of the horse thieves.
"I don't know yet. That's what's puzzlin' me.
After a little further talk Don Harley and his
I want ter be in both, but there ain't no chance t,rn picked men struck out to the right, so they
of that, of course. I ought ter be on hand when
might swing around anc1 reach Dod'~ Ranch withYoung Wild West is tackled, an' I ought ier be
out being seen by anyone who might be coming
at ther ranch ter take charge of them gals."
along the trail. The country was admirably
'·Well, I'll tell yer, Don. It are most likely
adapted for this, as thel'e was a long, wooded
you'll put me in charge of ther boys- you don't go 1i<lge that ran parallel with the rivel' for severnl
miles. As soon as they were out of sight the
with yourself, an' I'll tell yer that I don't take
four left behind led their horses up a slope
so very much stock in botherin' with females.
S'pose you go to thel' l'anch an' 'tend to ther until they were about n htmdred feet from the
trail.
gals, an' I l1ide an' wait fur Young Wild We~t
an' his pards? I'm jest about as anxious ter fix
"Yer see that dead tree, boys," said Spiker.
'em as you are, an' I reckon I kin make Oxley an' "Well, we'll wait until they come along by that,
Hungry do a little better shootin' than they did an' then ·we'll open up cur game. Oxley an' Hunther last time they tried it."
gry has got ther two rifles belongin' ter our gang,
"Blamed if that ain't a good idea, Spiker! l'll an' they'll be ther first ter fire. Then, if they
Jet it go that way. You an' Oxley an' HungTy an' don't happen ter kill 'em, we'll jine in wirh our
Scroggs kin lay fur ther boy an' his pards, an' guns till they're all dead.
Do yer unde:·ther rest of us will go on to ther house an' git stand ?"
'ther gal~. It might be that we'll have the1· mo:;t
. They all understoo<l, so they declau,J. but the
of ther fightin' teT do, after all, since Doc! has got
chances 2re that none of them felt as sure of
a few men there, an' they might be right on han<l
winning out as they m:::.<le be 1ieve. Tre fact was
when we git there."
that they ·were beP;inn'ng- to get a little chicke11"Or they might be out lookin' fur ther horses
hemtecl, new that tbcil' real leade1· was gone
they lost last night," said one of the vrnains, But not one of them wanted to let it b,~ kno,vn
with a chuckle.
to the other. however. From where they had con"Well, it's bound ter be one way or the other.
cealed themselves they could look over the trail
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''Yoimg Wile] West wasn't hit," said Spiker, his
for a distance of perhaps half a mile. They ~ept
to 0 king that way, too, for the longer they wa1~ed face very pale now. "That makes it mighty bad
the more anxious they were to have the thrng ag-'in."
Crang! Though unaware of it, the villain had
over with. one•way or the other. It was not Jeng
that they had to wait. Pretty soon Oxley sprang exposed himself, and the words had scarcely left
his lips when a rifle cracked. That was the last
to his feet and cTied out, excitedly:
remark Spiker ever made. He was on his hands
"Here they come, boys!"
Instantly thexe was a sth- among the rocks and and knees at the time, and with a desperate effort
bushes. Sure enough, they could see two horses to rise, he rolled over and gave a gasp. His comcoming down the trail like the wind. 'rhey were panions knew what had happened to him, so they
Young Wild West and Ranchman Dod, as the did not stop to see. They hurried along to the
spot where their horses were, which was only a
reader no doubt suppose.
"Whew!" exclaimed SpikeT. "Did yer ever s~e few feet distant. Reaching it, they looked behind
sich gittin' over ther ground, boys? Blamed if them, and seeing that they were hidden from
view, they mounted in double-quick time and then
they ain't racin'!' 1
"That's jest what they're doin', all right," re- rode away. The ambush had failed, and with
·white faces and bated breath, the three horse
plied Oxley, and the other two nodded assent.
"Git yourselves ready, boys. When them two thieves rode as if their lives depended on it. Not
~aloots gits by ther dead tree they've g·ot ter knowing what else to do, they followed in the didrop from their horses. We'll ~ke_ ther hoi;ses rection Don Harley and the other two villains had
·after it's all over. I reckon we km dispose of em · gone. They acted as though they felt they would
somehow if we can't keep 'em, fur fear of bein' be safer if they we1·e able to join them. With
the strip of timber lying between them, they knew
nailed by somebody what knows 'e11:;;"
"Here comes some more of 'em! called ou~ that Young Wild West cotild not see them, so
Scroggs sudclenly. "Ther two what's rac:ln' is they kept on at a very hot pace, indeed.
Youno- Wild West an' old man Dod. Ther boy's
"I reckon we made a miserable failm·e of it,
two p ards an' three cowboys is comin' behind. I boys," said Scroggs, when they had g-0t nearly a
reckon we've got seven ter shoot, instead of mile away. "Hungry got old Dod all right, but
Oxley had ter go an' miss Young Wild West."
L\Y 1.''
"I couldn't help it," answered Oxley. "I done
"That's right," nodded Spiker, uneasily. "This
makes it a little bad. But them two what's ahead my best. I meant all right, but I couldn't shoot
must git their medicine, anyhow. Git ready. straight, ter save me."
Don't make no mistake about it, either. Take
"Well, now we're worse off than afore; an' poor
mighty good aim afore ye1· pull a trigger."
Spiker is dead. '.I: reckon it's be a warm time,
Both Oxley and Hungry declared they would from now till ther finish."
do this, but if Spiker had looked at them closely
"Yes, an' what will ther finish be?" Hungry
he would have notif;:ed that they were trembling asked, shaking his head.
even then. The fact was that the very sight of
There was 110 answer to this.
Young Wild West put the villain in a state of
rear.
"It's a neck-an'-neck race! Look at 'em!" said
Spiker, who forgot his fear long enough to grow
CHAPTER VIII.-The Abduction.
~xcited over what he sa,Y. "I'll bet on Young
1Vilcl West, though, on general principles."
Hop, who was sitting on the back piazza with
"So will I," answered Scroggs. .
Wing, got up and took a walk toward a clump of
It was just then that the ranchma11's ·horse trees that was a short distance from the ranch.
:orgecl ahead and too.k the lead.
There was a spring of water here, and when he
"That don't much look like it," said Oxley. saw it he concluded that he would take a cl.rink.
'I" bet---"
As he turned for the spring he happened to look
He cut short what he was going to say, for just off to the right, and then it was that he saw three
:hen the sorrel stallion let himself out and began horsemen riding swiftly in the direction of the
:losing the gap.
houf!e. Hop had seen the cowboys who went
"What'll yet bet, Scroggs?" queried Spiker, along with the ranchman and Wild, and a single
rnlling a bag of money from his pocket. "I'm a glance told him that the three were not they.
;port, I am, no matter what's on ther carpet."
There was something about the looks of the men
"I ain't goin' ter bet," was the reply; "not that told 'him that they were not friends to tl10se
!OW."
at the ranch, so he quickly changed his mind
Wild was passing the ranchman as he spoke. about getting the drink and ran back to the house.
\.s the two racers neared the dead tree Oxley and
Arietta, Anna and Eloise were sitting on the
-lungry pushed their rifles through the bushes porch when Hop ran up in an excited way.
hat g1·ew close to the rnck they were crouching
"Allee samee thlee bad Melican mans comee!"
,ehind and waited.
he exclaimed. "Bettee lookee outee! Me feel
"Let 'em have it!" exclaimed Spiker, when· he velly sure ley no gooclee, so be."
"How do you know they are bad men?" asked
bought the proper time ha<l come.
Wild and Dod we1·e scarcely two hundred feet Arietta. "Did vou ever see them befo1·e ?"
"Me no see u·m before; but me tlink ley velly
'rom them when the two villains fired. All foui·
if the villains saw the ranchman clap his hand to muchee bad, by um lookee, Missy Arietta."
1is head and then fall from the saddle, and then
The ranchman's daughter came out just. then.
·hey hurriedly left the spot and crept up the hill,
"See if voY know the three horsemen who are
;orgetting all that they had planned to do.
coming here, will yo.u, Carrie?" Arietta asked.
0
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"v\'hy, yes," was the reply. "Is anyone com·ng ?"
; Just then the three men appeared around the
clump of treees.
"Oh!" said the girl, quickl-y. "They are cowboys from Belcher's. They often come here."
The girls and Hop did not know that Belcher
was the name of the ranchman th4o. horse thieves
stayec1 with, so they at once made up their minds
that the three visitors were all right. It happened that Don Harley-fol' it was he and his
chosen companions-had shaved himself early
that mondng, so Arietta did not recognize him
as the leader of the seven men, who had come
ashore from the boat the night before. But she
was not thinking of him just then, or she would
have prol5ably soon discovered who he was. The
others she had not take11 much notice of, and not
thinking that there was anything wrong about
them, after hearing the ranchman's daughter
speak "·ell of them, she d:d nothing but sit there.
The three villains rode up, and Don Ha1·ley tippecl.
his hat and greeted "Miss Carrie," as he called
her, pleasantly. Then, -without hardly looking at
the guests there, he said:
"Where's your father?"
"He went off after horse thieves nearly two
hours ago," replied the girl.
"W11at!"
The villain affected great surprise.
"Yes. Dad lost twelve of the best horses he
had for sale last night, and ·he is on the trail
of the thieves. He has got Young Wild West and
11is p::trds with him, so I guess he'll catch them
this time."
I ''I hope he does catch them. Our boss has been
!losing cattle right along for the past month, and
,it may be that it is the same gang that is doin'
it."
"Quite likely it is."
"Well, I wanted to see your father real bad.
Ain't there none of ther men folks around?"
"~ot a one. The only ones in that line just now
are Young Wild West's two Chinamen."
"Oh! that is too ba<l."
Then Harley turned to his companion;:; and
'talked in low tones. Arietta was watching all
. three of them now, for there was something that
wa$ ,;uspicious about them, she was beginning
. to think. even though Carrie Dod regarded them
as being all right. The more the girl looked at
the three, the more it occurred to her that she
had 5een them somewhel'e before.
' All four of the girls were on the porch, as we
: have ,aid. The ranchman's daughter was the
only one standing up. Suddenly the three villain:; drew their revolvers.
"I want you gals ter keep right still!" e:>Cclaimed Don Harley. "If either of yer cries out
there'll be female blood spilled in a jiffy! We
come here ter rob ther place!"
E,·en though she had been suspicious of them,
Arietta was taken by surprise when the men
drew their guns. Harley and his men were well
prepared, and with great ~uickness they threw
rope!'l about all four of the girls. Then, while his
men covered them, using all sorts of threats at
the same time, he proceeded to tie their hands
behind them . Hop ,ya,:; f'tanding there, but an
eye wa., kept on him, too. But as the girl;:; were
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being tied he managed to slip around the corne1·
of the house.
"Go an' git another horse, one of you," said
Harley, who was very cool, considering the outrage he was committing. "If yer find that them
heathens interfere, shoot 'em, jest ther same as
yer would if they was dogs."
"You will suffer for this!" cried Arietta her
eyes blazing with anger, for she had now 'fully
recovered herself. "Wait till Young Wild West
catches you."
"I recko_n he's dead by this time, gal," replied
Harley, with a laugh. "I left four men waitin'
fur him ter come along. They must have got
him by this time, I reckon. Don't worry about
Young Wild West ever catchin' us! He'll never
catch anyone ag'in. You jest take it easy an'
then you'll be treated right, do yer hear?" '
· At that moment Carrie Dod began screaming
with all her might. One of the villains pressed
the muzzle of a revolver against her lips and
then she fell 'in a faint. The girl's mothe; and
the hiTed woman came rushing from the kitchen
in alarm. They were followed by Wing, who had
been dozing off the effects of Ms recent il]ness
unde1· a tree in the rear of the house. Neither
of the three were aware that the villains were
there until they saw them. They were cowed
into ~ubmission in short order. But where Hop
was Just then no one knew. The clever Chinaman had disappeared. One of the villains with
Harley soon brought a horse, saddled and bridled
ready to go a way with.
· "Come ter think of it, boys said the leader
s~ratching his head, "I reckon 'we might as wed
git s~me more horses and tie ther gals on 'em.
Vv e km always use ther extra horses we git-you
know that."
"That's right, Don," answered the man who had
brnught the horse.
"There's jest four more
there. Are yer goin' ter take all ther gals?"
"Yes, we might as well, while we're at it We
don't want ther old lady an' ther squaw, s~ we'll
leave 'em here ter wait till Dod comes back-if he
ever does come back. Ha, ha, ha!
"Jest keep .an eye on ther wimrnin till I take a
look through ther house," he said, as he started
for the door. "I want to find that money."
The villain was not long in finding the ranchman's money. But he saw nothing of Hop. and
so made up Ms mind that the heathen was hidinr;
somewhere in terror. Out he came, and before
mounting his horse he nodded to Mrn. Dod and
Tinkling Bell and said:
"Now the11, we're goin' ter strike out fur a nice
cave we've got about fifteen miles from here.
Your friends won't never find us, so there ain't
no use in lookin'. One of my pards is a minister,
so he'll hitch up ther gals ter four of us in ther
regular way. It'll be done in proper shape, never
fear, so yer don't' need ter worry about it. Some
time your darter will come over ter see yer, an'
she'll bring her husband with her. If yer move
from where you're settin' afore we git out of
sight we'll come back an' kill yex·, an' then set fire
to ther house! Heathen, you hear that! It means
you, too!"
"Allee lig'l:it; me nn movee, $0 be," Wing ~n_swered, rnakmg out that he was more frightened
than he 1·eally was
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The next minute the three villains set out with
theiT prisoners. Don Harley chose the trail to go
by, instead of the way they ha<l tied, and were
being pursued. Anyhow, he felt that it was best
to get to Belcher's as soon as possible, for he \yas
quite certain they would be safe there. Wmg
and the two women on the porch saw which way
they went, but that did not mean much. They
might turn at any time and pursue some other
course. It was not long after they had gone when
Hop came out of the house and joined the three
on the porch.
"Whattee mattee ?" he asked, coolly.
"My blother allee samee go hiclee," retorted
Wing, showing his disgust.
"Lat allee light," was the bland reply. "Me
no wantee gittee shottee, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee, and me puttee um big loll of counterfittee money in um bag, and len me puttee in um
dlawer. Um bad horse tlief allee samee takeee,
·a nd he tlink he gottee um boss' money, so be.
Me allee samee foolee him velly muchee nicee.
He tlink he gottee 'boutee two thlousancl dollee,
whe11 he no gottee no money, allee samee. Me
velly smartee Chinee! Now me go and savee um
girls, so be."
Mrs. Dod had been completely ove1·come, but
as she heard the Chinaman talking in this way
her hopes arose as if by magic.
"Go an' save 'em!'i she cried. "You are very
smart, an' I believe you are. Go an 'save 'em."
Hop now ·went out to the stable. The fact
was that tbe clever Celestial had been watching
the man when he took the horses. The vi11ainous
thief had not gone to the place where the horses
belonging to our hero's party had been placed, but
had simply took possession of what he could find
that belonged to the ranch. Hop found the horses
just as they had been left. He quickly saddled
hls piebald cayuse. This animal' was a good one,
and had been trained by Hop to do many things
that the average steed cannot do. Hop was not
long in getting ready, and then he hit the trail,
resolving to save the girls, and thus put another
feather in his cap.

CHAPTER IX.-At Belcher's Ranch.
On went the three horse thieves, the horses the
girls were tied to following them willingly. Don
Harley kept right on the regular trail, and the
ground was covered rapidly. Of comse they could
not make as much speed as they would have if
they had not been hampered with the horses they
were leading, but still they went along at a good
gait. Arietta did he1· best to quiet the fears of
her companions in distrnss, and before they had
covered two miles she ihad th•m all in a very
hopeful state of mind. The worst one of the lot
was Carrie Dod. Though she had lived on a ranch
all her life, this was the first time she had ever
been subjected to such treatment. But when she
saw how brave Arietta was she decided to make
the best of it, and wait until someone came to
save them. Arietta had kept promising that
Young Wild West and his partners \\'ould surely
do this, and so the ranch girl began to believe it.
Mile afte1· mile was covered, and at length they

reached the spot where Harley and his two companions had left the rest of the horse thieves.
There was nothing to be seen of any of then:
now, 90 the leader of the gang could not help believing that it was more than likeI~, that the four
had succeeded in killing Young Wild West an.(!
his partners. He would have halted and looked
around for s04'!te signs of this, but he felt tha:
they had nat the time to spare. What he wante,!
to do was to get to Belcher's as quicklv as po;:sible. Knowing that Belcher would not ·return t•J
the ranch for some days yet, he figu1·ed on havins
time to make preparations to remove fo1· som, ·
other part of the country, and take the girls wit:'
them. The villains had gone pretty deep· now, an:
th_ey all seemed to be of the cpinion that the,
might as well go further. Harle)' kept impref:
ing this upon the minds of his two companions a,
they rode along, he declaring that the could easih
find a parson who would rnarry foui· of the gani
to the captive girls, whether the gids wanted it or
not. Past the blasted tree they rode, and then or
to the ranch they were heading for. In a little
while this came in sight, and then Don Harle;,
gave vent to a muffled cheer, ,,hich his two com·,
panions joined in.
"I reckon we're all l'iO'ht now bovs" he observed, with a chuckle. "No one "-'on't'n~ver think
of lookin' here for ther gals. Yer heard what I
. said ter Dod's wife, didn't yer?"
"Yes, an' that will fool 'em, all 1·ight," answered
one of them. "Yer said we had a cave that was
about fifteen miles away, and that no one coulc
ever find us there. They'll be huntin' for that
cave, I reckon."
The horse thief laughed as he said this. He
had no knowledge of any such cave, and that was
probably the reason it appealed to him as being
rather humorous. ·Reaching the ranch, the villains quickly dismounted, and then, one by one
the girls were taken from the backs of the borses
and forced to enter the house. Arietta was the
last one to be taken inside, and when she appeareo
· befo1·e them her friends in distress b1·ightened u
a little. The ranch house was a rather tumble·
down affair, though the rooms in it were in fah-ly
good condition. Harley quickly selected one of
the rooms as the temporary residence of the gi1fa
At his order the t"°o windows it contained were
nailed up, so there ,could be no possible chanct
for the prisoners to make their escape. Then he
made a searc'h of them to see if thev had anv
weapons upon them. It happened that only Arietta was armed, Anna and Eloise httving left
their weapons inside the hous.e when they came
out upon the porch. Young Wild West's sweetheart was quickly relieved of the revolver ang
htmting knife that hung from her belt, but the
villain never once thought that she might have
another revolver concealed upon her person. But
she did, nevertheless. Arietta al ways carried a
small silver-plated six'-shooter under her bodice.
This had been given her as a present on a birthday some two 01· three years prnviom,, and Young
Wild West was the one who had made the gift,
Many times this little weapon had stoorl the gfrl
in good stead, and hence she always carried it
concealed. Having satisfied himself that the girls
had nothing with them that could do any harm,
Harley drew his hunting knife from the sheath
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and severed the ropes that held their hands be- pace toward the house. One glance at tl1em tcld
him that they were Hungry, Oxley and Scror,·gs.
hind them.
·'There!" he exclaimed, "I rnckon you kin make The face of the villain turned white and red alycurselves at home now, gals. Ther quicker you ternately. He wondered whether or not thev had
- ,ake up your minds to do as we want yer ter do been successful. But where was Spiker? · That
he better it will be for everybody concerned. was the question he asked himself. The ques~'-""re ain't no use in yer thinlliin' that Young tion was soon answered, however, for t'he three
'-"'ld \Vest an' his pards will ever come ter take men dashed up to the door and quickly disaway from us. They're dead, jest; as sure as mounted.
· t
"We had hard luck, Don," said Oxle:c, who,;e
~ : thing. As I told yex afoye I left four good
e '1 ter lay in ambush for hun when they came face was as pale as a sheet. "We waited for 'em
; icng, an' you k_in bet your life that they c~one ter corpe, and when Young Wild West an' Bill
DO{! came riclin' ahead of ther rest me an' Hungry
· F f job. Yer might as well mak_e up your mmds
fired at 'em. Hungry dropped Dod, but I missed
1 p,· fergit that there ever was s1ch a galooot as
,. oung Wild West. You're young yet, and most Young Wild West. Then he shot an' killed
'.Ktly you'll soon learn to think well of them what Spiker. Ther rest of us got away an' took vour
trail. We got pretty near Dod's ranch when from
t ' '11 ks well of vou jest now."
"You say tl{at very easily," retorted Arietta, a hill we h'.3-ppe_ned ter see you riclin' along the
1'lo, showing the least sign of fear, for she now regular trail with thet" gals. Then we turned
-r,. Jt that there was surely going to be a chance to and made a bee-line for ther ranc-h, an' here we
the best of the ruffians. "If you think that are."
For the space of half a minute the leader of
;:,,Ly, all right. But I don't thii:tk that way. You
1:1,d your villainous compamons are already the horse thieves was unable to speak. Then he
r,, arked for death. I tell you this because I know motioned the men to come inside the hou,:e.
"I reckon this is mighty bad work." be ;,aid,.
ju~t what I'm talking about. You say that you
!dt four men to lie in ambush for Young Wild after a pause. "Jest what we're goin' ter do about
\., "~t and bis partners. You know as ""ell as I it, I don't know."
"Well, there's one thing about it, Don," spoke
,'. o that none of your men hav_e got enough sand
h them to put up a fight with Young Wild West. up Hungry. "I reckon we throwed ther galoots
\\ hy, you all fear him so much that you would off our ti-ail. They don't know that we come here..
te ready to run the moment you saw him com- so maybe we'll be all right for a while, any·
how."
i112.".''
Oxley winced at this, for he remembered of
The words cut the villain deeply, but he put up .
having told our hero that the headquarters of the
a bluff, and retorted:
"I don't blame yer for stickin' up for thex boy, horse thieves was at Belcher's·. He did not mean
this, however, so
'et;ise I s'pose yei· think a whole lot of him. But to let his tompanions know of
vcu'll soon fori!'it all about him. Jest take a look he put on a bold front and tried to make it app-ea1
safe at the ranc:h.
i.tt me now. I"m putty young man yet, an' I that they would be perfectly
"Yer had four gals with yer, didn't yer?" asked
re :koa I ain't so very bad lookin', am I?"
Scroggs, looking at the leader. "I didn't have
Arietta laughed at tbis remark.
"You don't think I could ever take a fancy to much of a chance ter see 'em when we was back
~ou, do you?" she asked, just as coolly as though on ther hill, for it was about two miles away from
us, but I thought I seen four gals tied on the1
110- such thing as danger threatened her.
''1Yell, I don't know why yer couldn't," and the horses yer was leadin'."
"Yes, we brought, Dod's daughter along, too
lea.le;- of th~ horse tnieves threw out hi.s chest
and brushed back his hair, as though he was try- Harley answered. "She was right there on thE
ing to make him ~elf look more presentable. "Brtt porch with ther other three, so I reckoned that
1 won't force myself on you, not until I git ther my mind ter fetch her along, too. I've made up
dominie what's goin.' ter tie ther knot. As soon my miud. ter marry oue of ther ga-ls, which is
~s ther l'est of my men comes back, I'm goin' ter Young Wild West's sweetheart. I did allow that
send right away for him. I know where to git I was goin' ter send for a parson right away as
one, an' he'll come in a hurry, 'cause he'll think s0011 as you fellers come back, but I hardly think
there's some money in it. There will be some it ·would be s!fe ter do it jest i1-0w. If them
money in it, too, if 'he does ther job right, an' galoots should happpen ter come here, the1·e will
<1'1 n't squeal 'cause you gals don't want ter many. be a hard fight on hand. But we'll have ther best
If he does squeal, an' don't waut ter do it, we'll end of it, as they won't dare ter shoot through
make Mm do it, anyhow. Then instead of payin' ther windows of the house for fear of hittin' ther
him in money we'll give llim lead an' bury him out gals. Boys, there's only one thing for us to clo
~omewhere where no one will ever find the grave. now, and that's to put up a fight that will win.
We're in this thing for fair, an' you kin bet your Every galoot what comes he:r;e, if any does comf
iife that ,,·e're goin' ter do it right.n
here, has got ter be shot clown so he can't tell no
The words of the Yillain struck fear to the tales. Yer al! hear what I say, don't yer?"
An affirmative answer came from the five,
hearts of Arietta's companions, but the girl her~elf did not mind them, any furthe1· than that though it was uttered in a rather feeble way.
they angered her. Don Harley woultl have lin- The three men who had been the last to reach the
gered longer in the room if one of l1is men had house Dow went out and put away their ho1·se;;.
not called out just then that someone ,va;: coming Then the;, came back, and found their comp.-mtoward the ranch. Out .he ,,..-ent, being careful to ions \\·aiting in a room that adjoined the one
bar the door securely as he left. As he got out- where the girls )~'ere held prisoners.
"Can't we have a look at ther gals, Don?" a~ked
Eide he saw three hor~emen riding at a furious
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0.:, ler, who was really acting as though he had
less fear than the rest.
· "I reckon ye1· kin," was the reply. "Come on."
The villainous leader unbarrerd the door, and
then all six of them entered the room. There sat
the girls apparently but little concerned. The
v-illains looked the girls over, just as though they
were some horses that were offered for sale, or
something of the kind. They did not seem to regard them as helpless human beings at all. Having- been scoundrels for the greater part of their
lives, and then of a very ignorant sort, they
could hardly have been called men, in any sense
of the word, save that they were of the type ancl
were able to think and speak.
"A nice looking lot, I will say," ventured
Scroggs, grinning in a way that was hideous to
the girls. "Which one am I goin' ter git for a
wife Don?"
· "That's somethin' f can't tell yer," was the
reply. "There's six of us an' only four of ther
gals. Two has got ter git left."
"Yes, that's so," and Scroggs shook his head
and looked solemn.
"'Of course, me being the leader, I'm ter have
my choice. Ther rest of yer will have ter fight it
out among yourselves. But ther best way ter do
would be ter draw lots, I s'pose."
"Well, if we do that I don't know why you
houldn't come in ther game with us, too," and
Scl'Oggs shook his head rather doggedly. "Jest
'cause you're ther leadei- don't say that yer should
have any better chance in this game than ther
rest of us."
The others 11odded approvingly at t'his.
"That's right," spoke up Arietta. "Make him
drl!W lots with you. I'm sure you're as good as
he is."
"You shet up, gal!" cried Harley, almost fiercely. "You're goin' ter be my wife, an' I don't
care who says anything different."
Arietta realized that there was a chance to
,tart a row between the villains, and she made
ap her mind to do all she could to bring it about.

:JHAPTER X.-Young Wild West Sets a Trap.
Cheyenne Charlie, who was riding a little in
advance of Jim Dart and the cowboys, saw the
rnnchman fall from his horse a the two shots
rnng out, and he knew right away that the horse
thieves were there.
"Come on, boys!" he shouted. "I reckon there's
trouble."
They had been riding hard, in order to witness
the finish of the rnce, for it was just as exciting
as though it had been for money, or a prize.
Their horses could not go any faster, but they
soon reached the spot and found Dod sitting on
the ground, and Wild bending over him. Our
hel'O had hurried to the assistance of the ranchman as soon as the clatter of hoofs told him that
the villains were fleeing. He knew he had shot
one of them, but he first must see how Dod was
before he wr>:,t to investigate. The bullet had
cut a streak of hair from the side of the man's
head, hut lt ,. <IS merely a scalp wound, after all.

It had been enough to tempol'arily stop him, but

now he was virtually all rig11t.
"What's the matter, Wi1d ?" asked the scout, as
he reined in his hNse and dismounted.
"The horse thieves were waiting for us, Charlie," was the reply. "They fi1·ed two shots just
as the race wa.s fin:shed. One of the bullets
whizzed past my head and the' o.t.b"r grazed Mr.
Dod's head. He is mighty lucky that it did not
go an inch to the left, too."
"That's right; I'm very thankful it didn't,'"
spoke up the ranchman, as he felt of the wound.
"I reckon I only lost a little skin an' some hair,
that's all. Ther s!:ull-bone might have been
teched, !:mt it's all t11ere yet, anyhow."
Charlie lent a hand and the ranchman was
soon ready to mount his horse again. Jim and
the cowbo~·s were delighted to find that the
wound was but a slight one, and they vowed that
they would soon catch the scoundrels and pimish
them for it.
" Ther sorrel won the race, boys," said Dod, as
he looked and saw our hero on the back of his
horse again. "My! but that ,vas ther g.reatest
race I was ever in! I thought my horse ,,·as a
good one, an' I think so yet. But ther sorrel is
ther best beast, an' I'm ready ter stand bv it."
"Your horse is certainly a good one," iim Dart
answered. "'But I never once doubted that Spitfire would beat him. There isn't a horse alive
that can hold a gait with him, you know."
"It seems that way. I didn't believe it a little
while ago, but I do now."
Wild had gone up the hill now, and he was not
long in finding the body of Spike1·. The villain
had just breathed hi,s last, so there was nothingto keep the boy there. He promptly took the trail
of the other three horse thieves and ca1Jed out
fo1· his companions to come on. All the horses
were about windecl, so they went at a rather
slower pace. The trail was a plain one, however, so there was no trouble in finding- it. As
the three hacl started in the same direction taken
by their leader and the two with him, the tracks
of all the horses ·were there and it was 0111 v
natural · that our hero and his pa1-tners should
think that they had all left the spot at the same
time. Deel continued to improve in feelings, and·
though the wound hurt him somewhat, he was
just as anxious t.o overtake the horse thieves as
any of the rest. On they went, and when the
horses got 1·estecl a little they put them at a faster
gait. But as they drew nearer the ranch the.1• had
left to find the horse thieves it dawned upoi1 our
hero's mind that the vill::i.ins might be up to something worse than stealir,6· horses. Suppose they
had learned that there was no one at the ranch
house but Mrs. Dod and the girls? As this
thought struck him he became rather uneasy.
"Boys,'' said he to Charlie and Jim, "I reckon
Don Harley has gone to the ranch."
"What ',vould he cl.are do that fur?" the scout
queried, showing surprise.
"Well, there was no one there to protect the
girls, you know. It might be that they know this.
They no doubt saw you all coming, and they must
have recognized the cowboys."
"By jingo!" exclaimed Jim. "'I'll bet you are
right, "\Vild. The galoots have turned back to the
ranch, probal.ily thinking we \1·il] go in the other
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but they declared that ther
rlirection to look for them. If they have done to Belcher's ranch,
haidly thought Belcher would aJ!ow anything in
this I suppose the girls are in trouble now."
"Well, we'll make straight for the ranch and the line of crooked work.
There was a good eleven miles to cover ret. so
soon find out. I reckon that's the best "<Aay."
what seemed to be
They left the trail and headed straight for the they went right at it. After in
sight of the dicame
ranch. It was not so very long befo1·e they came a very long time theythe
ranch through the thin
in sight of it. There seemed to be nothing lapidated buildings of lay between.
Half a n°ile
wrong there, but as they got within half a mile · strip of timber that
the timber was their destiuatio n,
of the house they saw one of the Chinamen come the other side of infol'med
our hero and his partout and wave to them, as though he wanted them so the cowboys
the timber they suddetllY
to hurry. Then they did hurry, and as they rode nel's. As they reached
that was tied to a tree. It was
up to the porch out came Mrs. Dod and her came upon a hoxse
cayuse.
piebald
Hop's
woman servant.
"There!" exclaimed Wild, as he brought his
"Oh! Oh!" cried the ·ranchma n's wife. "Someto a halt. "I'll wager that our clevel'
horse
been
have
girls
The
.
happened
thin' awful has
is right there at the houa.e now, bo~·s!
Chinaman
Oh!"
Oh!
took away by Don Harley.
right, an.cl no mistake!"
all
is
Hop
lrnsher
of
head
Then she saw t11e bandaged
"You're right on that, Wild. Ther heathen has
•,and, and the next minute she waiii at his side.
gone ahead on f'1ot. He's
Then the woman managed to tell all that had left his hol'se here an'right. What are yer goin'
taken place. Wing and the squaw corrobora ted follered 'em here all
now?"
eve1·ything she said. so there was no doubt about ter doreckon
we had better set a trap for the hor,:e
"I
it. But the fact that the four girls were missing
from the ranch was not quite enough, without thieves, Charlie."
"How are yer goin' ter do it?''
being told anything·.
"Well, the chances are that the galoots will
he
when
deadshot,
youn{i,"
the
;:aid
on,"
"Come
the house and try to get a\vay, if they see
leave
,
then.
just
know
to
desired
he
had learned all
They are too cowardly to stay and
coming.
us
fifteen
cave
a
to
going
"As far as the villains
I think. They will most likely
fight,
a
up
put
believe
don't
I
,
concerned
is
miles way from here
that is opposite to us,
direction
a
in
away
ride
ranch
the
for
headed
a word of it. They have
three cowboys around,
the
send
can
we
us
if
so
told
too,
night
last
that galoot we had a prisoner
so they can lie in wait for them, we might be
about. ·There is where we will head for, boys."
"That's right, Wild!" cried Charlie. "Jest let ab1€ to drive them right i11to a trap."
"By jingo! That's right, Wild," spoke up Jim.
me set eyes on them horse thieves, an' somethin'
"We kin get al'Otmd there without bein' seen
will happen. I'll drop 'em jest as fast as my
from the house, but it'll take about 'fifteen minutes
:finger kin pull ther trigger."
"You had better remain here with your wife, ter do it," said on€ of the cowboys.
"Well, that don't matter. Go ahead and get
~fr. Docl," advised the dashing young deadshot, a-s
can
he saw the ranchman getting ready to go with around there. Wait in some place where you
if
Then
house.
the
leave
they
if
them,
watch
reckon."
I
you,
need
will
"She
them.
so
around
get
exactly,
way
your
the
was
come
don't
stay,"
I'll
they
so,
say
you
if
right,
"All
vou will be able t-o head them off. We will be
reply.
any.
"I do say so. Don't worry about your daugh- r·ight behind to join in the fight, if tl\ere is girls
ter. We'll find her and bring her back, as well But look out how you shoot if they have the
as the stolen horses. You can depend on what I with them."
The three cowboys nodded, and then rode off.
say."
Then our hero rode off, his partners and the Wild and his partners waited until the fifteen
minutes had elapsed, though Charlie acted as
three cowboys following.
"If Hop went after them he most likely will though he was on pins and needles, so to speak.
trail them to the place where they went," said Then they rode tlu·ough the timber strip and galJim Dart, as he got alongside our hero, when loped straight for the house. They got to within
a quarter of a mile when a yell of defiance came
thev were half a mile from the house.
"That's right, Jim. Hop knows a few things, to their ears. The ne:id; minute they saw the
of and you can bet that he will follow them. All ho1·se thieves riding away, driving a number the
we have got to do is to keep right on the trail, horses ahead of them. Don Harley was in girl
I reckon. It is galling to think that we were lead, and tied behh1d him was a girl! The
probably less than a mile away from the galoots was Arietta!
"After them, boys!" exclaimed Young Wild
,d10 were riding along with the girls. But never
mind; we'll find them, and then there will be a West, and then as he noticed the scout wa;; about
to put his rifle to l1is sboulcle1', he qukkly added:
mighty ]10t time, I reckon."
"Wait, Charlie. I'll tell you \~hen to fire."
The eyes of the dashing young deaclshot flashed
"All right," was the reply. ..But don't wait
as he said this, and Jim knew what that meant.
Only pausing to give their steeds a breathing too long afore yer tell me."
spell when it was absolutely necessary , they kept
on, and at length the spot where the race had
ended, and the ranchman had been wounded, was
CH;APTE R XL-Conc lusion.
reached. Wild dismounte d here, and finding that
where
no trouble in keeping upon the trail
still
had
was
Hop
shot
had
he
the body of the man
at
it had fallen, decided that the ·horse thieves had of the horse thieves. He was able to proceed
not taken the time or trouble to recover. Tie a faster gait than they were riding at, since t11ey
cowboys informed him that the trail led straight were hampered by the horses they were leading.
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YOUNG WILD WEST TRAPPING THE HORSE THIEVES

After a while he found that it would be dangerous to g·et any closer to them 1 so_ he slacke1;:ed
his pace and kept 011 at a certarn distance behmd
tl,em. He reached the timber ~trip near the ranch
house while they were only half,.vay to the house,
and dismounting, tied his horse to a tree and
started out on foot. What the clever Chinaman
intended to do was to find just where the girls
were going to be kept by the villains, and then
go and find Young Wild West as quickly as possible. There were bushes here and there, and
relying on them to conceal him from view, Hop
worked his way along toward the rear of the
house. Sometimes he ran and sometimes he was
compelled to creep along close to the ground.
But at length the goal was reached, and crouching
behind a pile of rubbish that was within a few
feet of the back of the house, he waited until he
could think of something to do. After a while he
kieard horses approaching the house, and thinking that probably Wild and his partners were
coming he crept around to look. But they were
the tlu~e who had failed in their attempt to kill
our hero as the reader knows. By going around
that way Hop found an opportunity to get into
the house. There was a window open at the end
opposite to the room the girls were in. While
the villains were talking, after they had put away
their horses, Hop ci-awled through the window.
But he was ~till far from reaching the girls,
however, for there was no chance to get into the
other room. As he looked around in the rather
small room he had entered he saw there was a
hap doo1· overhead. He gave a nod of satisfaction the moment he saw this, and then he looked
for a means to get up to it. The means was right
thei·e, for there was a ladder standing in a corner.
In le::;s than a minute Hop had the ladder in position, ancl then without making any noise, he ascended and slid back the trap. It was a little,
low attic that he looked into, but he could see
that it ran the whole length of the house. There
was no flooring in the attic, so he had to be very
cai-eful. Soon he was right over the room the
girls were in. It was just then that the whole
six of tl1e horse thieves entered the room. Hop
could see all that took place, as well as hear.
"If yer want ter draw lots ter see which of
ther four is goin' ter have ther gals I'll go in
ther game with yer. By rights I oughter have
my pick, but I ain't goin' ter make no hard feelin's. Now then, we'll have six matches and break
ther heads off two of 'em. Ther four what's got
ther heads on will be ther lucky matches. Scroggs,
you fix up ther matches. I don't want ter do it,
'cause you might think I don't do it square. When
you git 'em ready ther five of us will each take
a match from your hand, and you'll have one left.
'Them tk1t gits ther matches with ther heads on
'em \\ ill have ther gals. Is that all right?"
"You bet!" came the response, for all hands
were pleased to think that he was going to act in
a square way with them.
Then Don Harley took a walk outside.
He h«d bare1y looked around the comer of the
house ,.v]1en he saw th1:ee horsemen galloping from
the timber strip'.
Almost ter'ror-stricken, he ran back to the
house, and exclaimed:
"Boys, I reckon we have got to'Jight out right

away. Here comes Young Wild West an' his
pards ! Go an' git ther hor ·es. Hurry up about
it."
Three of them ran to obey without wasting a
moment'" time, while Hungi-y and Oxley stood
as if transfixed.
Then his eyes rested on Arietta.
"Tie her up, boys!". he c1·ied, savagely. "1'111
goin' ter take her with •me, as ,veil as ther horses
we stole. Git a move on yer."
In Jess time than it takes to record it, Arietta
was rendered helpless again.
Then up came the three horse thieves with the
horses.
Carrying the girl from the house, Harley
quickly mounted .
"Run her up behind me an' tie her to my back!"
for Arietta.
Then the rest of the villains mounted, and away
they started from the house, overtaking the stolen
horses that had been liberated but a couple of
minutes before, and driving them on ahead.
Young Wild West and his partners were making a short cut across a patch of sage-bush, but
the villains were in hopes of reaching the woods.
The villains weTe galloping along with the
. horses, Arietta tied securely to the leader, when
a yell sounded from the Tight.
Then out of the sage-bush came Young Wild
West and his partners.
Don Harley uttered a cry of dismay.
tlHold on!" he yelled, throwing up his arms.
"Don't shoot!"
But he was too late, for at that very moment
Cheyenne Charlie's finger prnssed the trigger, and
he reeled and would have fallen had it not been
for Arietta.
His companions knew their only chance was t o
shoot and kill their pursuers, and then began
firing.
But in less time than it takes to record it the
saddles of their horses were emptied.
It was all over in a short time, and that ended
Young Vlild West's adventure with the horse
thieves, as far as his efforts went.
He opened l1is eyes suddenly, and then aimed
·his revolver straight at the heart of Young \,Vil<l
West.
But with wonderful quickness, Arietta threw
·_up his hand, and the bullet went through the
empty air.
But not so with Arietta.
When she was cut loose from the villain everyone thought he was dead.
Charlie's bullet had wounded him mortally, but
he still had strength enough to fight.
"That quick work of yours saved me, litt 1e·
girl," said the young deadshot, as he went back
to the 1·anch house with her. "That was the greatest thing- that· happened L'1 our deal with the
horse thieves."
All hands agreed with this, and later when
they were riding b1ck to Don's ranch, after it
was all over, the talk was all about A1·ietta's
quick work.

Next weP-k's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE CHOCTAW CHIEF; OR,
THE HIDDEN' VALLEY AND THE LOST
'l'RIBE."
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CURRENT NEWS
•
COLLAR EXPLODES
A bearded passenger on a Berlin street car
as sevel'ely burned recently when a man neary accidentally touched his celluloid collar with
lighted cigar. His beard, mustache, eyebrows
nd hair wern burned off and his clothing set
fire . Several other passengers suffered slight
AN INGENIOUS CISTERN
In Central Africa the gigantic baebab tree,
whose trunk sometimes attains a diameter of
forty feet, often serves as a natural ciste1·n retaining rainwater in large quantities in a c;vity
formed at the top of the broad trunk.
Taking the hint thus afforded by nature the
Arabs artificially hollow out the trunks of iarge
baebabs and fil_l them with water during the
prevalence of rams as a provision against the dry
seasons.
. The?e cisterns_ am in some cases twenty feet
m height a nd eight or ten feet in diameter.
SPEED OF JACKRABBITS
J ackrabbits fleeing from pursuit attain a speed
f fifty miles an hour for the first mile, Colorado
Springs motorcycle club officails reported at the
onclusion of a cross-country chase. in which the

rabbit was run down at the end of five 111il0s. In
the second mile the rabbit made a forty-mile
spe~d, and in the last three miles slowed down
to thirty-five miles an hour. In their headlong
dash over the prairie afte1· the rabbit, the eleven
motorcyclists in the party hurdled ditches and
other obstructions at breakneck speed. There
were no casualties, or accidents. When the l'abbit fell exhausted he was picked up, arid when
he had rested was set free and scampe1:ed away.
"RATTLESNAKE FEAST"
A score of students and laboratory in;,tl'urtors
at West Virginia Un iversity were heated to a
rattlesnake feast one day recently while P. A. M.
Reese, head of the Department of Zoology,. incidentally attempted to prnve that a gl'eat deal of
meat goes t o waste every year owing to common
scru ples.
The rattler from the West Virginia hills was
presented to t he n iversity several weeks ago.
When it declined to eat, Dr. Reese killed it and
prepared it mu!!h in the same way that other
meats are prepared .
Those who partook of the meat said it was not
un like the breast of a ch icken and had the same
appearance in color.

SOMETHING NEW COMING!
Watch for "Mystery Magazine No. 103, Out Feb. 15
\Ve have just secured a series of intensely interesting articles fro m Russell Raymond Voorhees, an expert on psychology and metaphysics. They will begin in
our next number and cover such subjec ts as
Astrology, Palmistry, Chirognomy, Physiognomy, Phrenology, Numer'
·
ology and other good features.
.

Written in simple language which all can understand , these articles clearly explai n the meaning of each subject so you can see how psychologists cast horoscopes, read the lines of the palm, tell the nature of people by their faces, learn
what one is best qualified for by the b umps on the skull , judge people by their
h;mdwriting, and work out characters.
Everybody who reads these articles will find them both instructive and amusing.

Remember!
They Commence ii) "Mystery Magazine" No. 103
OUT FEBRUARY 15
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 West 23d Street, New York City_
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Six Silver Stars
•

-OR-

THE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF
YUCATAN
By DICK ELLISON
(A Se1-ial Story.)

.

'

CHAPTER XXII.-( Continued .)
Sam immediately descended from the platform,
and hurrying down the hall, prostrated_ l:iimself
at Mona's feet, which he kissed, -then r1smg, he
took her hand and led her to the thi·one upon
which he seated her. The women did not pass the
idol, but remained standing upon it. ,
Another tedious address on Sam s pa1-t fol. lowed this time with his eyes closed.
But the most tedious part of these singular
ceremonies was now to come.
The Indian boy who had brought Sam the leopard skin now appeared with a large open basket
•
v.-ith a strong handle.
This he 1n-esented to Sam, who in turn handed
it to Mona, at the same time whispering something to her, whereupon she placed the basket
on 1-e,· head for an instant and then handed it to
the boy who kneeled to receive it.
The boy now descended to the idol, and taking
his stand before it, held out the basket.
Immediately the Indians began to fall in line
and filed past the basket, eac'h man dropping into
it a little nugget of gold.
'The length of time this consumed may be in1ag-ined.
The basket grew so heavy that the boy could
no longer hold' it, and one of the two-feathe~·ed
Indians we11t down off the platform to hell) him.
This singular collection having been finally
taken up the boy and the Indian brought the
basket ol gold up· on the platform and placed it
at Mona's feet. Through all this Sam stood at
her back, behind the throne.
Over two hours had now elapsed. Al was so
tired that he could scarcely stand, but the end
was near had he but known it.
Sam now motioned for Harry to approach, and
said somethi:ng to him in the Indian tongue.
Harry returned to Al and whispered:
"Fix the six silver stars on the rod and get
dovn.1 on your knees and carry it to our lord, the
King."
Only too relieved to have some part to play,
Al obeyed, Sam stepping before Mona to receive
the sacred symbol.
"Get back to your place," he whispered, and
he elevated the six silver stars, shouting, "Bo!".
which he repeated nine times .
As the. name' of the god was uttered for the
ninth time, every I ndian fell on his face except
those on the platform, who immediately n1.ade for
the colonel and the two boys, Sam himself taking
).\'.Iona bv the hand and leadimr her back.
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The rod with the six silver stars he laid ca1·efully on the throne.
"We go now," whispered Harry.
Al saw that a little door beneath the great
mask stood open in the wall.
Sam, carrying the basket of gold and leading
Mona, was heading for it.
The two-feathered Indians led the others
through and then retreated, the door closing behind them.
Harry and Sam were the only Indians now left
with the party, and as the door closed they found
themselves in total darkness.
"At last!" cried Sam. "Col. He:ffud, this is
what I• have been looking forwa1·d to for years.
We now go for the treasure. If we can get it
and escape, I shall be truly thankful, but I have
my doubts."
He struck an ordinary match, picked up a lantern, and lighted it.
"Can I speak to my daughter now?" demanded
the colonel.
"Certainly," replied Sam. "All ceremony is
over now. The prophecy has been fulfilled."
And as he said it, Mona :ti!.ade a rush for hei;
fathe1·, who folded her in his arms.
"Here's my treasure," he cried. "As for the
rest it does not so much matter. Only help us t o
get away from your people with our lives."
Sam flashed his lantern ahead of him as Col.
Heffud exclaimed, and replied:
"You don't want to get away any more than
I do, colonel, as you will understand when I tell
you that I have a wife and three children waiting for me at Belize. Come! Follow me, but
not a word of this to anyone. Meanwhile let me
introduce my oldest son. I have four boys altogether. If these people knew I was married they
would surely kill me."
"\V ell, he's a right nice boy, anyhow," said the,
colonel, as they hurried on through a broad passage lined with stone above, below and at the
sides. "Mona, my dear, I hope all is well witll
you."
"Stu-ely, father," she replied. ''I have had n o
trouble except that time hung heavy on my
hands."
''Is this the way you went, Al?" asked the
Colonel.
"It is," replied Al, and he added:
"May I ask a question, Mister--"
He hesitated, not knowing how to address the
Indian, who with his leopard skin and feathers
looked every inch a barbaric king.
"Oh, I'm ju~t Sam," said the Lacandone, "and
that's what you will all call me. Ask your question, l>ut be quick. We have much to do. W~
are not through with my people yet. When we.
meet them have as little to say as possible and
address me only through Harry. Now for the
,
question, Al."
"It is about this prophecy. Can you explainit?"
"CeI"tainly, but will you fellows kindly relieve
me of this basket. I am about done up."
(To be continued.)
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FROM ALL POINTS
BACTERIA THRIVE ON ICE

war on the fiends, and game wardens everywhere

It has long been known that no degree of cold. in Alaska are on the lookout for game law vio-

lators.
The trapping laws provide that beaver must
be trapped in such a manner that once caught
the animal is carried to the bottom of the stream
or lake and drowned. Otherwise beaver will amputate their own legs to secm·e liberty.
The open season for bears. was declared because of the hundreds of white men out of regular employment in• Alaska. Indians faced starOIL ON INDIAN LAND.S
Enter the Montana Indian oil . magnate. The vation because of 'the failure of salmon to invade
Crows, on their reservation already have begun Alaskan waters last summer. Beaver skins bring
to receive payment for their oil lands or wells, trappers from $15 to $20, and it is estimated
or both. Oil tracts on the reserve give great thousands of skins will be secured this winter up
promise. it is said, and several Indian millionaires to March 1, when the season again closes.
The Alaskan beaver is large, dark brown, with
may soon be created. The Crows long since
abandoned Indian habits and customs and to a an elegant coat of thick, fine haired fur. Some
large extent Indian speech. The only difference of them after being stretched for drying are four
wealth will make will lie in luxury and display. feet long. The average is three feet long and two
feet wide. It is the most handsome and durable
of fur-bearing animals, and is found only in
North America. It is veJ:y intelligent, and disHUNTING FOR QUIPE
in its home bu·ilding and proviProfessor W. W_ Rowlee and George W. Mixter plays great skill
strictest laws are necessary
The
food.
of
dence
exploraan
for
America
have sailed for South
it is the most conspicuous
because
it,
protect
to
who
Rowlee,
tion trip into Ecquaclor. Professor
of all wild creatures.
is an authority on woods, goes in quest of quipe
timber, great quantities of which he believes grow
in Ecquador. quipe is a very light, buoyant
"Mystery Magazine"
wood which is used extensively as a substitute
for cork in the· manufacture of life-preservers
10 CENTS A COPY
SEMI-MONTHL Y
and similar articles.

yet attained will kill bacteria. Yet is might be
supposed that they must at least be dormant
when embedded in eternal ice. Yet Dr. A. L.
McLane found them alive and active in the ice
many feet below the surface in the Antarctic expedition conducted by Sir Douglas Mawson in
1911-:914.

LATEST

SAW BUCKS BATTLE
Game Warden Theodore Wegmann had an interesting experie11ce while making his rounds on
the north border of Itasca Park, Minn., one day
recently, witnessing a battle between two bucks
and cheating a wolf of its prey.
Wegmann noticed a wolf skulking along the
trail he was following, but before he could get
a shot the wolf disappeared in the brush.
A crashing nearby attracted Wegmann's attention, and he found two bucks engaged in combat, with horns locked. After watching the struggle until satis'fied tr.e deer could not break apart
of their own accorJ he went for assistance, and
returned with Sup<'rintendent C. M. Roberta, who
brought a rope, a hatchet and a saw.
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THE INSPECTOR'S STRANGE CASE
TRAPPERS USE HIGH EXPLOSIVES
Taking advantage of the short open season on
Alaskan beaver, protected by the Department of
Agriculture for five years, unscrupulous white
trappers are using dynamite, giant powder and
othe1· powerful explosives in small Jakes ·and
ponds to kill the fur bearers for the pelts.
On the shore of a small lake sixty-three beaver
carcasses were found one day after a party of pot
hunters had dynamited the dams and houses. In
addition to those taken from the lake, probably
hundreds were killed in the dens by the detonations. Indians and white trappers have declaTed

By GOTTLIEB JACOBS
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 163 W . 23d St., New York

"Moving Picture Stories"
A Weekly 1tlagazine Devoted to PhotoplayH und Plsyer1

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
Encl! number conrains Four Stories of the nest Film&
on the Rcreens - Elegaut Half-tone Scenes from the
Plays-Tnterestini:; Articles About Prominent People in
the Films-Doings of Actors Rnd Actresses in the Studio,
and Lessons in Scenario Writing.

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23d St., New York
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COL. · RALPH

Chinaman
FENTON

11
·were you ever in •a Chinese opium-den?"
asl<ed a friend of mine, a pl'ominent Chicago detective, the other day.
"No, were you?" was my reply.
"Yes, and I came very nea1· never getting out
alive."
"Indeed! Tell me about it."
"Just in your line, eh'?''
"Precisely, and it will be the more internstimr to my readers as a story becaui:;e it is the

t:r~th."

"\Vell, sit down hel.'e a moment in the DistrictAttorne:v's office. It's half an hour before I go
bt>fore the Grand Jury on that sensational murder case of ours, and you shall have the story
of my experience in a Chinese 'opium-joint,' as
we call the opium smoking-den of the festive
'washee-washee.' "
I became seated, and the old detective heaved
ahead.
"You mav or may not remember that about two
years ago •the attention of the police and the
public in general was called to the fact that an
unusually large numbeT of cases of 'unknown
1,e1·<;()ns found drowned' we~ reported.
"The suspicions of the authorities were aroused,
and om· agency took the matter in hand.
"In a city like Chicago or New York, it is difficult tq. trace even a ~ingle man who mysteriously
disappears, and while in more than one of the
car:es of 'found drowned' the victim was fully
identified, in no one of these cases could it be
po.citively decided whether there had been foul
piay or suicide at the bottom of the matte4.'.
"As fate decided it in each case where identificata was accomplished, there was no evidence
of foul play upon the remains of the deceased. .
"I reflected a good deal upon the case, and 1t
occurred to me that if, as I ~uspected, the person found dead had met with foul play before
they were cast into the water, they might have
h• 2n drngged.
''I consulted a medical expert connected with
one of the colleges here, and it was agreed upon
between us that when the next body was found
in the Wf\ter without any evidence of violence
on it, he wQuld make a critical post-mortem examination, such as the authorities had not yet
made, as it xequired great skill and considerable
expense, involving chemical analysis and many
experiments, an enumeration of which would be
devoid of interest to the general reader, and
therefore I will not weary you by stating them
to you.
"Within a week -after my consultation with the
medical expert a body was found in the river.
Thexe was no external evidence of violence.
"The body was that of a middle-aged and welldressed man, .b ut there 'were no valuables on his
person, and no evidence whereby he could be identified.
"A description of the 1.mknown man was pub-
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Jished, and the body exposed, as usual, in the
morgue for identification.
"Meanwhile my friend, the medical expert, began his investigation, without destroying the fac~
of the deceased.
"Day by day he continued his wo1-J;:. An an:.
alysis of the ,;tomach failed to reveal any trace ot
pois.on; but although he kept the secret from m~
until he had exhausted his skill and was sure he
was 1'ight, the very first day of his examination
he solved the mystery of the dead man's taking·
o.ff.
"When all was done he called at my office.
" 'The unknown found drowned was killed by
opium,' he said.
"He then went 011 to give me a description of
the appearance of an opium slave. So vivid was
his picture of the appearance of the complexion
of a victim of the terrible 'opium habit' that I
felt sure I could recognize it if I met a case.
"That very day as I was on my way to dinner,
I was accosted by a pale-faced young woman,
whose appearance at once riveted my attention,
for the opium ease was in my mind.
"She was selling flowers, and as she presented
her basket, and my eyes dwelt upon her face, I
was certain that in her I beheld a victim of the
deadly drug.
"I purchased a button-hole bouquet, and when
she turned away I watched her. Indeed, I follo·wed her in the stealthy way oi a shadow, and
she did not evade my seeret espionage until i
saw her enter a Chinese laundry on Clark stJ:eet.
''I at once made up my mfod that before the
sun of another day arose I would see the insid<:
of an opium den, and I had heard it whispered in
police circles that the very Chinese laundry in
which the flower-girl disappeared was suspected
of being an 'opium joint.'
"When I Teached my office I found a young
lady waiting for me.
"At a glance I saw she was undoubtedly fr.om
the country, as there was a certain air of rustic
simplicity about her that could scarcely be mistaken.
"'My name is Jenny James, sir, and I .am from
Michigan. I came to this city in search of my
father, who was a small country merchant, and
who came to this city with a considerable sum of
money, ·with which to purch-ase goods, in his possessi-On. He overstayed his time and we became
alarmed. Yesterday I read the description of
an unknown man found drowned, in a Chicago
daily paper, and the description was that of my
poor father,' said the girl.
"Upon my a1,·ival here I proceeded to the
morgue, and there my wo1·st fears were fully
realized. The man described in the newsvaper;s
really was my poor fathei·. Oh, sir, he has been
murdered and robbed, and mother and I are left
alone and almost penniless! I have come to a~1.you to '.find my father's mluderer, and recover
his money. You are a great detective, and I beg
of you to do this, and Heaven will rewaTd you.
I ,'l'ill gladly pay I you if you find my father';,
murderer; but my father had all our money with
him, and I can give you nothing now.'
"Thus the poor girl concluded. She seemed
to have perfect faith in my po"er to do all she
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asked, and I was interested by her simple faith
and deep distress.
"'I will do all in my power, my girl, to find
your father's money, and also his assassins. But
we detectives are only mortals, and Heaven has
not given the most skilful of us the power of
rending the da1·k veils that hide all crimes,' I
said.
" 'I know you will succeed, and for myself and
my widowed mother I thank you,' l'eplied the
· young girl, fervently.
,
" 'I sincerely hope so,' was my answer, and
then I said:
" 'Pardon the question, but was your father
addicted to the use of opium?'
"The girl blushed, as she replied:
" 'He was. It was his one vice, and he could
not live without the awful drug. He contracted
the habit while suffering from malarial neuralgia.
The opium wa~ prescribed by a physician.'
"I felt I held the clue to Mr. James' murder.
"That night, in disguise, I visited the den of
San"'
Loo-such was the name of the Chinaman
0
who ostensibly ran a laundry in the South Clark
street basement which I had seen the flower-girl,
enter. When I entered the place I found a hideous old Chinaman who was, as I soon found out,
Sang Loo himself, and who may be justly called
'the Chinese opium fiend,' and two other Celestials present.
"There was no evidence of the 'fatal pipe'
about, but when I displayed some money and said
'I wanted to "hit the pipe,'' ' as the Chinamen
say, I was conducted to an interior room.
"There all the paraphernalia of the opium den
was seen. The pipe, the lamp, the divan upon
which the smoker reclines, and a jar of Chinese
opium.
"I took my place upon a divan, and while one
of the hideous Chinamen 'fed the pipe,' as he
called keeping the opium in it on fire, the others
jabbered together.
"Just before I entered the den I had taken
an enormous dose of a preparation furnished by
my medical friend, which he said would counteract the effect of the drug that I might smoke with
impunity as much as was necessary in order to
penetrate all the hidden mysteries of the 'joint.'
"I played my part well, and when I was pretty
well gone, to all appearances, I saw the old fiend
Sang Loo take a dark mass from a jar he had
hidde:r\ under the divan and apply it to the pipe.
"I had no doubt this was the concentrated
opium intended to kill, and as I thought, what
if my medical friend's prescription were not
strong enough to combat its influence, I almost
betrayed myself by a shudder.
"But I seemed to smoke, ·although the stuff
made my brain reel. Finally I feigned insensibility, and I felt myself dragged from the bunk
into another apartment.
"Here all my valuables, and everything that
could possibly assist in my identification, were removed from my person, and then I was left alone.
"I arose silently, and found myself in a small
underground apartment. The door was secured,
and there was no escape. I had a revolver cunningly concealed in one of my boot, and the opium
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fiend had not discovered it, so that, if it came tt>
the worst, I could 'fight for my life; but it was
my purpose to play the game out, and find out if
the victims of the fiend were consigned to the
water, as we supposed.
"A moment later I heard a light footstep, and
I sank back upon the floor. Directly the flowergirl entered and closed the door.
"'Another victim! Oh, if I only dared leave
this accursed den! But I am the slave of opium,
and then I am friendless, ancl the Chinamen would
find me out, and murder me. As long as )' decoy
strangers who have acquired the terrible opium
habit here, I am given food and clothing. My
heaven, if I could but shake off the bondage of
the awful drug! When I am myself, nothing
could tempt me to lure men to this den of death,
but when the drug is in my brain I am reckless.
Would that I could save this poor man, but I
cannot. They will carry him away, and throw
him into the lake, where he will be drowned.'
"Thus muttered the gfrl. A moment later she
glided away.
;
"Not long after that Sang Loo crept into the
room.
"In his hand he held a lal'ge knife.
"Did he mean to make sure of my death by
plunging it into me? Had his suspicions been
aroused. that all was not right?
"These thoughts flashed through my brain.
' "But the Chinaman passed by me, and prying
up a board in the floor with his knife, he took
money from a bag concealed theTe, and withdrew.
•
"Half an hour later he came in again, accompanied by two Chinamen. I was placed !!l a
large basket, and a mass of rags thl'own over
me. Then I was cal'l'ied into the street, the basket was deposited into a hand-cart, and Sang Loo
and one of his companions trundled me .away toward the lake.
"We had reached the waterside, and the Chinamen came to a halt. They were about to throw
me into the water, when I suddenly leaped up,
and ·with two quick blows from the butt of my
pistol, I downed the of>ium fiends.
"To handcuff them was the work of a moment, and then I marched them to the station.
·"That night we raided Sang Loo's den and
captured the othel' Chinamen. A considerable
sum of money, and a pocketbook containing the
money Mr. James had in his possession when he
left home, minus a few dollars, was found. Jennie
James identified it and it was restored to her.
"As for the Chinamen, Sang Loo suicided in
jail, and his two companions were sent to Sing
.Sing.
"The girl's evidence served to convict them,
and she was allowed to turn State's evidence, but
she was sent to the House of Correction, in the
hope that she might be sured of the terrible
habit that had wrecked her life.
"From the girl's statement it seemed that she
was a friendless orphan whom Sang Loo had
picked i1p in the city of Baltimore, and taught to
. love opium. Also from her evidence the court
was convinced tT1at at least a large percentage
of the persons who had been found dTowned were
decoyed to their doom by the Chinamen.
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lNTERESTING ARTICLES
KILLS LARGE HORNED OWL
Bert Walker, of Burnham, Pa., the other day
shot ai u killed a great horned owl that mea:=;nretl fo, ty-two mches from tip to tip, near Gibmoney Park. He will have it mounted.
CHICKENS WORTH MORE THAN CORN
A11t011 Klimisch, Yankton County, S. D., a
farn er, came to town with a wagon load of corn
and two crates of chickens. The corn, of which
there were about thirty bushels, brought him a
little more tmi.11 $6. The chickens 11ctted him
$32 on the local market.
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DRIFTING SODA WATER BOTTLES
During the last year the Fishery Board of
Scotland has been carrying out an interesting
scheme of re earch to determine the currents 01'
the North Sea.
The method employed was the setting adrift of ,
ordina1·y soda water bottles, some to float and
determine the surface currents, and others
weighted so as to drift along the ocean bed and
determine the bottom currents. These were fitted
with wire tails to keep them off the bottom.
Each bottle contained directions to the finder,
printed in '.five languages, to return it with par ticulars of the time and place of discovery ..
Eleven hundred surface and 1,300 undersea bottles were set adrift during the year, and of these
140 surface and 150 undersea bottles have been
recovered .
It has been found that most of the surface bottles drifted northward, many of them being found on the coast of Norway,

--···--•1<•-i-.--..· LAUGHS
Madge-Do you think I should give up Charlie
during Lent? Marjorie-Such a sac1·ifice isn't
necessary in your case, my dear. Charlie is a
lobster.
"My son, remember this: Marrying on a salary has been the salvation of many a young
man." "I know, clad. But suppo. e my ~,ife
should lose her sala1·y?"

Sunday School Teach er-Now, Willie, why don't
AIRPLANE USED TO WIPE OUT PLAGUE you try to conquer your:::elf? Willie-Ain't no
OF INSECTS
glory in conquerin' a feller what's been licked by
At a mr>et.ing of the American Scientists it was every kid in town, is there?
anwn,1ced that airplanes are now used to ,;pread
the poi;;on of death on areas devastated by dis"\Vhy did you leave the swell boarding house?"
en.,e,.; 01· in,;ects.
"Because the swellness was at the expense of th~
A ;-ix-acre catalpa grove at Troy, Ohio, which food supply." "What do you mean?" "Four kinds
co'!taineJ 4,815 trees, ranging in height from 20 . of forks and two kinds of vegetables."
to "O feet, was being desfroyed by the catalpa
spinx, which was stripping the trees of their
Mrs. Gramercy-When you look in your husfoliage. An airplane carrying the poison was
pockets, do you ever find letters that he
band's
the
doing
it,
spreading
in
seconds
only fifty-four
wo1·k so effectively that ninety-nine per cent. of has forgotten to mail? Mr>'. Park-No, but I
sometimes find ones that he has forgotten to
the caterpillm·s were destroyed.
burn.
CHJ_MP WEIGHT LIFTER CANNOT ENTER
UNITED STATES
Marijan Matijevic, self-styled champion weight
lifter of Czecho-Slovakia, is so strong that the
juggling of a 2,000-pound anchor doesn't even
give him an appetite for breakfast. But he
wasn't strong enough to break through the cordon of immigration inspectors at Ellis I sland the
other day when he arrived from Havre on the
French liner Lorraine.
He was informed that the quota from his
country had already been admitted and that he
would be sent home on '"the next boat." On his
way over he amused the passengers by taking
light exercise with an anchor weighing a ton and
using .~ ~00-pound anchor chain as a skipping•
rope

First Digger-\Ve'll need another piece of pipe
to finish this drain. Second Digger--Don't :;ay
anything about it till to-morrow_ morning, and
then we kin sit around till it gets here.
"Here's an act:ount of a fellow who took two
years to make a toothpick." "Some overdrawn,
eh?" "Oh, I don't know. I know of a mother
who took five years to make a match."
"How well behaved your children are," said
the minister's wife. "They are perfectly lovely
children," added the minister. The parents smiled
proudly, and up spoke little Agnes: "Pa said if
we didn't behave he'd knock our blocks off; didn't
you, pa?"
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FEW / GOOD ITElVIS

GIRLS IN LONG WALK
A 10,000-mile $10 hike to draw a life sketch
f President Harding.
Two Los Angeles girls, the Misses Mary Milsk
:1d Geraldine "Gypsy" Somers, both of No. 100
outh Olive street, started on the long walk to
'-'a:shington the other day with but $10 between
hem.
If, when they return one year hence with a
ikeness of President Hal'ding in their portfolio
· nd can show they have actually walked 10,000
iles, Al Christie, accol'ding to his promise, will
ive them leading roles in motion pictures.
They must not ride public conveyances and they
uch "zig-zag" North and South to get in the exra mileage, Christie has stipulated.
Miss Milsk, who is a professional free-hand
artist and a hiker of much experience on long
istance trips, says the terms of the bargain are
asy.
She will draw pictures of persons along the
·oute of their journey and cbarge enough for
his work to meet board and room bills.
The first lap of the journey will be along the
Santa Fe trail as far as Kansas City. Then the
zig-zagging" is to commence. On the return trip
they will walk in circles until they have negotiated the requfre<l 10,000 miles.

A TREASURE-FILLED LAKE
Ten thousand feet above the sea level, in the
mountains of Columbia, not fal' from Bogota, 'lies
the Sacred Lake of Guatavita, in a huge cup sul'l'Ounded by hills. An English engineer, with the
assistance of a body of native.s, ha:; in the last
few years succeeded in draining off all tl1e water,
laying bare a deposit of mud about thil'ty feet
in depth. It is in this mu? that the :'aluable offel'ings of the ancient natives to ~he:r deity al'e
pl'esumably lying, and the begmnmg of the
trenching work has already brought "finds" of a
description sufficient to prove that the old tales
of hidden treasm·e are not mythical. There have
been 1·ec0Yered up to now a gold bowl, numbers
of emeralds, two gold snakes, a gold band, golden
images curiously carved stones and several articles of' pottery. According to the stories of the
historians, these are parts of the gifts which the
inhabitants of Columbia were accustomed for centuries to make in propitiation of their gods.
The Chibeha Indians, under the leadership of
their chief and high priest, assembled periodically
on the shores of the sac1·ed lake, the chief having
his body covered with gold dust. There they
placed their offerings of gold, precious stones and
household treasure on a rude raft, which, when
it was heaped up with the priceless cargo, was
rowed to the center of the lake by the chief. He
then washed off the gold dust from his body and
! the treasm·e on the raft was tossed into the water,
· while the spectators danced and sang on the
· shore.

After the Spaniards inv11ded the c•.iu21 tr'.' the
natives are said to have thrown counties~ t l'easures into the lake to prevent them from l.;eing
seized by their conquerors. The latter maoe· J:<ome
attempt to recover tbe gold, but met witi1 little
success.
OLD MINE FIRE UNDER CONTROL
The - Summit Hill fire, the king of a11 mine
well under c,mfires, is still burning, but it
trol, according to a recent announcement by the
Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company on whose
property :flames have been eating up millio,,~ of
tons of anthracite coal for the last 62 vears.
While this one has been brought under coiltrol
another mine fo·e, which has been burning· 19
years near Mount Carmel, Pa., in the heart d Lht
lower anthracite fields, is still trying to spread.
A third fire, which has been raging for three
years, in the Reel Ash vein of the Red Ash C'oal
made it necessary to close the old Giant':s Despair road known to many automobilist~ be,· use
of the hill climbing contests that have been held
upon it.
The Summit Hill fire in the PantbP1· Creek Valwas di~covley between Lansford- and Coal,
ered in February, 1869, in an _.,-,mdoned gangway. The hard coal dips from 20 degTees to
about 70 degrees and is about ·fifty feet thick.
The area involved is about one mile long by 1,fiOO feet·wide. How many millions of tom of coal
have been consumed has never been accurately
ascertained, but it has cost the comvany more
than $3,000,000 to fight the long burning :fhe.
In the ea1·ly sixties an open cut was made in
the involved area, which seemed to isolate the
flames for many yeal'S, !:mt eventually the fire
travelled past this cut into the coal areas beyond. - Many efforts were made to check the
flames, but to no avail, until about 1910, when
a concrete and clay bal'l'iel' about twelve feet
thick, 170 feet deep and 700 feet long, wa.s built.
The fire tl'avelled so rapidly that it pressed closely upon the location of the new banier before
the work was completed and the heat became so
intense that men could wo1)c only in twentyminute relays .. The bal'l'ier eventually checked
the progress of the fire.
In order to insure against a further spread
the coal company has been stripping the overburden from the coal west of the banier. This
operation has been in progress nine years, and
when completed the company officials hope the
fire will be certain to be under control. The cost
of the stripping operation, involving the removal
of 3,500,000 cubic yards of material, it is estimated, will approximate $2,700,000. It is not
known to the present:' generation of mini11g men
·
,
how the fire started.
The nineteen-years-old fire is in the aba11doned
workings of the Sioux mine of the Lehig·h Val·
ley Company near Mount Carmel. It originated
where hot ashes were dµmped into a mine breach
and ignited a vein of coal. Every effo1t to subdue the flames has proved unsuccessful.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
CAVEM AN ARRES TED
For eightee n years Joseph Shapsk i, forty years
old, has been living like primitiv e man. A cave
had bt!en his home, and had not the fhes he built
endang ued coal propert y he might have lived to
the encl of his time in seclusio n.
When food and money bec·a me scarce Shepski
obtaine d employ ment in the mines. When he got
some money ahead he quit work.
Special policem en of the Lehigh and Wilke~Barre Coal Compan y crawled through a small
hole into the cave. There they found Shepski and
dragged him out mto the dayligh t. His hair was
long, his beard untouch ed for years and his clothing scant.
In the cave was found $50 in money. His
abode was near a vein of coal. It was feared
the fire:; he made would ignite the coal. He was
,jent to the County Poor Farm, "W ilkes-B arre, Pa.

for physica l or total disabili ty allotme nt. N q
it seems that I am dead."
Kuhl said that when he had read the Jette
announ ceing his death, he returne d it t<' the W11
Departm ent with a notation to the effect tha
the account of his demise was slightly overdra w!

98,050 RABBI TS SLAIN IN DRIVE S.
Farmer s and busines s men alike are trying t
free eastern Washin gton of rabbits. For severa:
years th~y have been increas ing at an alarmin t
rate. Smee Januar y twenty- five rabbit drive
have been h~ld in Grant county, with a total q
~8,050,000 k1)led. The 1·ecord for the most killej
1s held by \V1lson Creek, when on April 1 twenty
five ~ersons shot_ 8,500. In othe1· countie s regular bimonth ly clnves are made over vacant land1
and thousan ds are slain.
Records of destruc tion by rabbits show fro111
one to eighty acres of wheat destroy ed upon single ranches . Over 4,000 acres of grain wen
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Draw $250 to $300 Per Month

All the above
sent by man
torooly 15c.

~
~

Dept. 346t

There is an urgent demand for skilled

VENTBILO COIIP.lNY
!South Norwalk, Coan.

draftsmen.

Personal Instruction
a large and well

'·I ,·
t-1Sht1rnl-Yfflm$
d•llY

tt••

among (.etectives, policemen, con•

I am a Chief Draftsman of

~

.

Companies are issuing calls every

day for men to fill positions paying from $i50 to $900
per month. Work ia light. pleasant and profl.tabl~.

LARGEST and OLDEST Mall Order Hou11e in Connoct.kut.

Only k eys . or their kind In erlstenco
(pa.tentt>d). ' Open and test thousands, of
different locks. Tell you instantly tr :f our
door OT padlock.? ue bur glar nroof. Serve
tn ernerr.enries, too. Thous ancb, of setB la

WILL give you this

this complete drawing outfit

:l

traotore, locksmitb8, firemen, mechan1cs,
travelers, borne and hotel owners, etc. Give f ee11ng of
6f'tcur1ty and protcctlon worth ma ny times their cost.
Novel key chain FREE. Send $1.00 tod ny.
Mooter Key Co., 77 Manhattan Block, ~<11w,.,ka9, Wl9.

known firm. I have been doing the highest paying
expert drafting work for a quarter of a century and
I know just the kind of training that is demanded from
men who get big salariee. I train you by giving you
actual, practical work, the kind that you must be able
to do to hold permanent, big paying positions.

Pa'V As You Wish
Whatl want is the ,·i uTit kind of men. Don't bother about
expense. You can pay the small coat as •uits you best.

Send Coupon

,~e;;r:,t:a:0011,

tor New Book I
Send the coupon or a letter or /

Dept.1092
4001 Broadwa~. Chlca1G
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Chief Draftsman Dobe/
Brass bound. Opeins over 2 fef!IL 1orta'. You can see ob,e('C. a mile
away. Given for Belling JO pckga, Hluln e a t 16C a pc.kg. Write toda:,.

BLUINE MFG. CO., 547, MillSt.,Concord Jct.Mau.

/
Dept. 1092
4001 Br oadway, Chlcaao
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IT TL E' AD S

Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 E-ast 28th Street, New York cu,.
or 8 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, for particulars abo1tt advertising in this magazine.
PERSONAL -Continued
AGENTS

FVvit1

,·

ti,

AJOST staple article, easy start business home with
orcUuuy cooking utensils, full course. with caocty.
Maker's secrets. c. 0. D. niau one dollar. J\.1lcht1le
Sale Serv1Ce, 7'18 Center St,·eet, Chlcngo, Ill.
AGENTS--Soderez e. \·\'e are paying $2 an hour taldng
01dns for rhJs ne\'i'e~t invention; send for Free Outfit
and ~amJJles. Amertr:-11.n Products, Co .. 5911 Amerrcan
Bldg., t_:indnne.tL Ohio.

BRING HOME THE BACON selling remover. Removes
ink. Jron r'l'-T, gras~ aud trulL stains. \\'rite for free
U Stuiu·t & Co., 50 Broad\'fl\Y,
t
iamnles today

l\~ew.tTlt, N(;w l'.01·1,.

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

WRITE THE'. WORDS FOR A SONG. \Ve revise poems,
write mush· and guar.iutl.'e to i;ecure publication. Submft poems on 1111.V snlJ,iect. nroa.dway studios, JG5C,
Fitzgerald Building, New York.

HELP WANTED

BE A DETECTIVE or Finger Print Expert: fine work;
big pay; free 1:u1.rtJculars. "lrite "'agner, 186 East
79th St., New York.
STOP DAILY GRIND. START SILVERING MIRRORS,

auto lleadllgbts, tableware .. etc.

Plans tree.

Clarence

~prinkle>. Dept. 73. Marlon. Indiana.
BE A RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSP!c;CTOR! $110 tc, $250
ntonthJy. e-x,.eo:!es naicl after 3 .months' spart--time
stutly. &1>1endi<l opportunities. Poijtion guaranteed or
\Yrife for Fl'l:'C Boolclet C)!-101.
money l'flfmldt•d.
Ht~a!J..~· Business Training Just., Buffalo, N. Y.
RAILWAY MAIL and other Government Cle.rks needed
i::oon (men.women)_, $1600-$2900. Permanent. \Vrite

~~ii~1l~er, i~9, si.zmL~;as. former
1

S.

U.

Government

.ftlEN

WANTED to make secret hlvestlgatious and
reports. E:"lt'periencp, utmeressy,xy. "\Vrite J. Canor,
Formf'r Gov't Oetectiv<'. 13~. St. Louis.
BE A DETECTIVE. Qpportlluity for men and women

for secret investigation in your di.strict.

mc1 •..

,vrite C. T.

Kanc;ps CltY. Mo.
l,11clwl1r, 521 ,.,,,e~ton•r
LADIES WANTED. r.n,l MEN, mo. to address enl"el·
opes and mall advertlsiog niatter ab home tor large
mail ordar flrm~. ~nat·e or whole time. Can make
$JO to $35 wl~Jy, ::\'o car)ital or experience requJrcd.
nuok 1>:xplalns f'l"trYthlo~; ~end 10 cts. to eoYer postage,
Cl{~.
\Vllrd Pnb. Co., Tilton. N. B.
.DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great demand for

men arnl

\fOmfn.

·hrite. Amc.kPn
:'\ew York.

Fascinating work. Particulars free.
Detective Systeru, 1968 Broadway,

FOR SALE

LAND OPPORTUNITY! 20, 40, SO-acre tracts in M.'!cb!gan. Only $15 to $35 per acre. Easy terms. Ilfch clay

!~~~~- ~~:lte 1r~;e~jf;~ bt~~{1eiJJraJ!~~t~JfofJT"Ll~¥5
ro .. M-12ns. First National Bani< Bldg., Cblcago,
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
8

Send no money.
MARRY-Many wealthy members.
New Plan Club, Dept. 36, Kansas City, Jdo.
MARRY I Big dil'ectory with dE>scr1pt1ons and photOI,
mailed in pluin wrapper t'or ten cents. l3one·6.de Co .•
Dept. 41, Kb11s1:1s City, Mo.
20th year.
BIJI issue with
MARRIAGE PAPER.
descripLlons, photos, names ancl addresses, 25 cents.

Sent sealed. Box 2265R, Boston, Mass.
Ladies and Gentlemen write
for booklet. Strictly confiden ti.al. National .Agency,
Dept. A .. Kansas CHy, l1o.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian
secrets. lilaclt n.rt, other .rare booi.<S. Catalog free.
Star Book Co., 2R22, 122 Federal St.. Camden, N. J.
'1'11ousauds congenial · people, worth trom
MARRY:
$1,000 to ;50,000 seeking earlY. ma.rriage, desc.rlptlons,
photos. introductions free. Sea1ed. Either sex. Send
no money. Address Stanclarcl Car. Club, Grayslake. Jll.
MARRY-MARRIA GE DIRECTORY with photos and
descriptions free. Pay when married. The Exchfijlie,
Deni. 54:,, Kansas City, Mt>.
IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE, write
Enclose stamped enViolet Bays, Dennison. Ohlo.
Ye lope.
MARRY IF LONESOME. Gentlemen's Membership 2
mont119, $1.00; one year, $5.00; Ladles' Membership
Copy of "i\lernbcrs' i\flrnes,
$1.00.
until
.Addrcs~P-s, 35<". Sweethearts f'lub. Barnf'8 ntY, Jow;;.
MARRY RICH. huridre(lS anxious, descriptJvu list free.
satisfaction guaranteed. Select Club, Dept. A, Rapid
City, So. Dak.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB in Country.
Establl~hed 17 Years. Thou<:tands ,vealth:v wi~ll1.ng
Early Marriage. Confidential. Free. Tb• Old Ilellable
Club. M1:s. Wrubel, Box 26, Oakland, Coll!.
· RICH-;-YOUNG WIDOW; pretty and attecllonate. Would
ELEVEN., 10601 Saint Clalr. Cleveland,
marry.
No other fee.

MARRY-Directory fr.ee.

maLTied,

Ohio.
IF YOU

S\tite

WANT to mali;e fr1enc1c;, wr·Jte netty 1.,ee,
28 East Bay Street, Jacksonville, Florid•. Please
.
enclo;:ie stamp.
GET MAR R-1 E D-llest Matrimonto.l paper r>ubUshed.
Amer1can Distributor, S'ulte 211,
Mailed FREE.
Blairsville, Penna.

SCIENTIFIC

YOUR LIFE STORY in the stars. $end lilrth date and
di.me for trial reaCU.ng. Sherman, Rapid City, S. Dak.
HOROSCOPE-Dim e, Psyche. Help in Trouble. Full

Life. Rox 5, Elmes, GarcHner. Me.
~end
ASTROLOGY-STA RS TELL LIFE'S STORY.
birtbdate and dime for trial reading. Eddy, Westport
Clty,
Mo.
Kansas
33-73,
St,.

SONGWRITERS

C. 0. D. mail one dollar.

We wlll comrnusle, serure convright. and print. Submit
poems on any subject .. SETON l\JUSTC COMPANY.
920 S. :Michigan Ave., Room 122, Cli.lcago.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-Submit your songnoems to \1~. \Vr hate be"t. prof)oc;1tion. Bell Studios.
14~0 Tlroadwny. Dl:'nt. 713. New Y"rk.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG, We rpvtse poems.
write music:, and guarantee to sec>ure publlcatioQ. Subm!t noems on any !;Ubie('t. Broadway studios, 165C,
Fitzgerald Building-, Ne,v York.

Long experience as patent so Hefter Prompt advice,
charges very ren.•·onable. Corrf'spondence sollctted. Ile!n!ts r,rocured. JfM:zger. WasllinJ?t.on. n. C.

ST-STU, T,T,TER ING anrl stammPrfng <'Ured at home.
Walter McDonnell, 1~
ln~tructlve booklet free.
Potomac Tiank 'RM!! .. Wa-ihlnJtton. n. <"'.

STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., nrc wanted for publication. S'ubm!t MSS. or wrlte Literary Bureau. 515
FTnnnibal. Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANT TO WRITE? Let writer or wi,le experience alrl
f'orrespondenC'e we.1you.
Ad,Tlce, cr!Odsin. etc.
comed. Author. Box 186-CT, ~1adlstn Su. Sta .. N. Y. c.
can master. Get
You
system.
automobiles
REFINISH

the luster like new rar.

M1chele Salt\' ServlC'e. 748 Center R(rcet. Chicago. II!.
P/\TENTS, 'l'ra.demark, Copyright-foremos t word free.

pose

STAMMERING

TOBACeo HABIT

PERSONAL

Send
ACQUAINTED AND MARRY· WELL.
Rtaml)('d envelope-. <'Hl(:,\GO FRfENDRHIP CLUB,

GET

2928 Rroadway, C"hfcago. 111.
MARRY HEALTH. WEALTH-Tbousa ntjs: wortl1 $5,000
to $400,000; deili& mattiage,. Photos. introdn<'tions,
SUNFLOWER CLL"B. CIMARRON.
desNiPlion!. free.
KANSAS.

MEN-Us& tlte }Iagfo Vacuum Ma!!!'lRger for strength,

Fine nicl~el-plated !nstnimeat
hflnlth and stamina.
Adam
Bent prPr,ald in :p~aln wrapper tor only $3.00.

Flsll•r ll[fg. ('.o., -29, St. Lows, Mo.

BIRTH STONE RING

WRliE THE WORDS FOR A SON9.

FR E E '

STOP TOBACCO HABIT. Fr,lle Sample Famous Tobacco
Boon. No craving after :O.rst few doses. Dr. Elders,
A-JS, JM. ,Joseph, Mo,
TOBACCO or $'null' Habit CUTPd or 110 l)ay. $1 If
Superb• Co .. PC,
cured. Remedv i;ent on trial.
TI~ltimore. Md
easily. f'l,:arVIGOR-Quit
MANLY
KILLS
TOBACCO
ettes. chewtn_g, smoldng. snutT. csnttuerrcf or no rharge.
S'tops craving; bam1lC"';s.
Small sum, if satisfactory.
Full treatment on trl•l. Perkins Co .• 51-A, Hastings,
Neb.

VENTRILOQUI

•
HK Gold-finished, guaranteed to give satisfaction, with
~~,;..,,
stone for any ..month, to In- taught almost any
~~
troduce our catalogue. Send cost. Send TODAY
15c to cover cost of adver- and proof.
tising and malling. Send
GEORGE
SiY.P.
Sun ,Je«ell"J Co., J)epl. 1w;, E. Bo,ton, lllass. Room :\1-150, 125 N.

Small
one at home,
2 cents for particulars
W. SllllTH,
Jeff. Ave., Peoria, Ill.

WHY WATCH
SPRINGS
BREAK IN
SUMMER
Did you ever
have the mai11spring of a watch
If you
break?
did, the chances
are that this occurred in thunderstorm
writes
weather,
C. A. Briggs in
Po'[J'Ular Machauics. It has been
the experience of
jewelers
many
that in thunderstorm seasons the
number of broken
mainwatch
springs increases
greatly. This has
been erroneously
ascribed, though
somewhat vaguely, to the effects
electricity,
of
magnetism, and
of the noise from
the thunder, but
an analysis of the
explanations attempted fails to
develop any reasonable relation
in a.ccord with
these ideas.
This matter has
been
recently
made the subject
scientific
of a
It was
study.
finally found to
arise from the
fact that at this
time of the year
the air was both
warm and moist,
and that both of
these conditions
facilitated rusting. 'A small spot
often
rust
of
the
on
starts
spring or in a
crack, and the
spring soon
weakens and lets
go. The trouble
is therefore not
due to any mysterious effects of
or
magnetism
electricity. It can
largely be prevented by a layer
of oil on the surface of the
spring.

'

EMERALD
MINING IN
COLUMBIA
The
emerald
mmmg industry
dates back to long
before the Conquistadores
of
Spain tu 1· n e d
their attention to
the New World.
When Bogota was
first settled in
1534 the Spaniards made every
effort to discover
the location of
the emerald deposits which were
known to exist
not many miles
from the settlement. Their endeavors were long
frustrated by the
o p p o si t i o n of
powerful
tribes
of the district.
Finally, however,
in 1594, mining
operations were
begun, the work
being carried on
wholly by Indian
s 1 ave s . Great
treasures
were
taken from the
district
during
the Colonial period, a very large
portion of the
revenue going to
the Spanish
Crown. Columbia
is the chief' emerald
producing
country, the out-.
put in a normal
year amounting
to about 800,000
carat,;. That the
industry is likely
to long continue
as a source of
·wealth to the republic is indicated by the fact
that, in addition
to the already d~veloped field, two
new deposits have
ed. H o w eve r ,
those deposits (at
Cosquez·and Somondoc)
are at
present inaccessible
owing
to
t r a n s p ortation
difficulties.

This bl

perfect
utne d
mount
14-K so

or gr e
hand
mountin
pro due
platinum.
Pay J)Oflman only $
arrival and the riu1r ls yours.

NO MOR
PAYMEN
TO MAK
$12.n5 PAYS FOR TlIU'< BLUE
DIAMOND IN A 14-K SOLIU W
UREEN UOLJ? RING.
J ,J -K soun WTI!TE GOLD. LOO
WEARS LIKE PLA'.rlNUM.
If any jeweler can sell you a 1400LD ring Jllrn this for lr.ss that
return this one in 30 days and
money back.

DON'T llE!\1TATF~ Yorn JlfON
IN 30 D.n:,; IF YO! " WANT I
TAKE NO C'HANC'K fSE:-.O NO •
rush your name antl nddres!I for t
SEXSATIONAI,

J>J.\~!ON[)

R!S<l

EYER Ma.DE ANYWilEl\E-A..'-Y
Ring

to

HOWTOMA
(NEW BOOK)Tel

Acquainted; How to B
How to Court a Bashfu
Widow; to wio an He ire
a Rich Bachelor; bow t
beau tt>makeblmprop
your fellow or girl love
before and after the w•
other things necessary
know, Sampl-Wl'Y by
.BOlAL l!OOK CO,. Box 220, So. l!I,

QUICK HAIR CR
Box Free To Yi

Do you want, free.

kot~ that ba-c provd sue

~~:01~!°~/!~ fe~!!r~uly

Thia ramous preparation I
ntng hair and several form

~~~!Nh~~~·~:o
w~hai1a:b
llll el1e b11d failed. 80
0

your•eltt -Koslrntt hi
wornenJ itla perfwtl_v

ltArtl hair gro1"lh In a rew

Ko,kott Laboratol')', KA-a75, Station F,

•

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusin_g. They Contain
Valuable Infonnatioi1 on Almost Every Subject

,,

TO Pl,AY UA.1\IES.-A comµlete a11<l

1'0. :!o.

llUH

Ko. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRU!IUS.-Contain-

No. 41.

THE BOYS O.F NEW YORli END MEN'S

u,;eu11 lntle IJOOK, containing the rules and :regulation~
ot uiil:wnh,, uaga,elh.,, I.Jack-gammou, crorruet, dominoes.
etc.

111

ing all the leading conundrums of the d11.y, amuBiu;:
riLL,lles, c111·ious catches and witty ~ayi.1J.gs.
1'o. *"· HOW '.i'O l\lAKE AND llET '1:.1{,\.PS.-ln<.:lu<ling hints un how to catch moles, weasels, otter, ra11,.
s,1uirreli-; ,ind l.lir<.ls. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
iilustrated.
·
JOKIJ: »OOK.-Containing a great nu-iety ot' th_e latest
,joJ<e~ u~et! t,y rhe lllust tamous end meu. No amateur
minsGrels is complete wUhout this wonderful little lJooK.
!So.

,ii.

Tll..ls

BOYS

OF "NEW

YORK

STll)U'

SPEAKJ,;R.-Containing a varied assortment of stump
8f>eeche,;, rs ..gi·u, Dmch u:ncl Irish. AJBo end men's jokes.
Just the thing for home amusement and amateu1· shows.

-;

lSo. 45.
'.tllE BOYS 01!' NEW l-:ORR MINSTREL
GUIDE AlSD ,JOKE BOOK.-Sometbing new a.nd very

instrnctiYe. .li]Y,;r,- boy shou ld obtain this book, as it
conta.Jn~ full instructions for organizing an amateur
min$trel troupe.
No. 46.

:aow

TO lUAKl!J AXD USE ELECTIUCI'l'Y.

tlt>scription of the wonderful uses of elect1icity and
electro magnetism; together with full instructions fut·
making Electric 'l'oys. Bo.tteries., etc. By George 'l'rebel.
A. M., l\I. D. ContaLuing· over fifty illustrations.

-.ti.

No. 48.

l(OW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANUES.-a

No. 50.

HOW

handy uo0k tor I.Joys, containing full directions for cou8tructing- canoes and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustratetl.
:.Xo.. 4U. HOW '.t() DE.BATE.-Giving rules for condncring debates, outliues for del!ate~, question~ for clis<.:us,iou uud tbe best sources for procuriw information
ou the questions given.
.

·.ro

STUFF BlltDS A....'<D ANI11IAL8.

A valualJle I.Jook, giving iustru.ctions in collcct.ing, prevaring, mounting and p1·eserving birds, animals au,1
insects.
·
No. 51. HOW TO DO '.l'RICKS WITH CARDS.-Containiug explanations of the general principles of sleightof-hand applicable to ca1·d tricks; of c111·d tricks witl1
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; ot
tricks involving sleigllt-of-band, or the use of speciallv
prepared cards. IllUS<traled.
No. 53, HOW '1'0 WRITE LETTE'RS.-A wondnfnl
little hook, telling you how to write to your sweetheart.
your father, mother, sister, airothcr, e,nployer: ancl in
fact, ernrybody and anvLJocly you wish to writte to.
No. M.

HOW '.l'O KEEP AND MANAGE .PETS.-

No. 56.

HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Con-

I

1

1

Givi.J1g complete i.nfol'lnation as to the mann~· ar,rl
method of raising, keeping, turning, bree<)..ing ancl managing all kin,ls of pets; also giving full instructions fo1·
making cag<?s, etc. Fully explained l.ly tweniy-elght
illustrations.

tainl11g full instructious ho"' to become a locomotl-ve
engineer; also directions for building a mod,,] locomotive; to/.!'etber witll a full dPscription of everything an
enginePl' 1Slrnuld know.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old Kini::
Bratty. the well-knowrr"<lelective. In which he lays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
adventures of "·eU-1.,iown detectives.
No. 60.

HOW TO BECO~IE A PJlO'.l'OGRAPllER.-

, No. 6,l.

HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL l\lACIIINE,"i.

Contuiui11g usPful inforwation regarding tbe Camera and
bow tu worl, it; also how to make Photographic Magie
Lan tern Slides and other Transpa1·encies. Handsomely
Ulustrated.

-Containing foll dfrections for making electrical machines, induction coils, dynflJllos and mall)' novel toys
to be work.eel l>y electricity. By Il. A. R. Bennett. F111ly
illustrated.
No. 6:.. MULDOON'S JOKES ,-Th<' most original
joke book ever published, ancl it is brimful of wit and
humor. It contains a large collpction of songs. jokn~.
conun,:lrurns, Ptc., of 'l'errence Muldorin. tbe great wit
humori~t nnd practical jokPr of the day.
'No. 611. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containiug over
three hunon•d interf'sting puzzles ancl conundrmns. wit],
key to same . . A complete hook. Fully illustrated
For isale by all newsdealers. o·r wiU be sent to Jimy
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy. l))t

money o.r stamps, hy

FRANK TOUSEY, .Publisher
168 West 23d Street.
/
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